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populace with the following game: he had 6 dice,

ம் .. of which Bt

only on one face, the Sirf.

with 1, the fecond with 2, and fo on to the fixthy |

which was marked 6; the perfon who played gave
him,a certain fum of money, and he engaged
to return
it a hundred-fold if. in throwing thefe fix dice the fix
marked. faces fhould come up only once in 20 throws.

5

If the adventurer loft, the mountebank offered a-new
chance on the following conaitions: to depofita fum
equal to the former, and to recetve both the fiakes im
cafe he foould bring all the blank faces in three fuc-.
we
ceive throws: =

_ prog. x1. In how many throws with fix dice, marked on
all their faces, may a perfon engage, for an even bet,
to throw 1, 2, By 4) $, 6?
Spe
ஆப
‘PROB. XII. 4 certain perfon propafed ta play with 7-dice,
marked on all their faces, on the following conditions :
he who held the dice was to gain as many crowns as
be brought fixes; but if he brought none he was to
pay to his adverfary as many crowns as there were

dice, that is 4.
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PROB. 1. Tg tell the number thought of by a perfon—
:
different methods of folving this problém ~ ~
—- ibid.
, PROB. 11. To tell two’ or more numbers which a perfon
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PROB. 111. 4 perfon having in one hand an even number

of fillings, and in the other an odd, to tell in which

hand he ன்

|

the even சாரதா
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PROB. 1v. 4 perfon having in one hand q piece of gold,
“ and in*the a
a aim of Yilver, to tell in eae
which
hand he has the gald, and in which the filver - ibid.
PROB. V.: Tbe game of the rings
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PROB. vi. To gue/s the number of fpots on any card
which a perfan has drawn from the pack
Demonftration Of the Yulee
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PROB. vu, 4 perfon having an equal number. of counters
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| PROB. Ix, Several: cards being prefented in Jucceffian to
feveral perfons, that- they may each

153

choofe one at

- pleafure, to guefs that which each bas thought of -
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Pros. x. Three cards being prefented ta-three perfons, io
guefs that which each bas chofen

= -
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~ ibid,

PROB, x1. 4 perfon having drawn from a complete pack.
of fifty two cards, one, tivo, three, four or more cards,

to guefs the whole number of the [pets which they
contain
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PROB. xt. Three things being privately diffributed to
three perfons, to guels that which each has got
- PRos. xu. ‘Several numbers being difpofed in a circular -

159

firm, according to their natural feries, to tell that _
which any one has thought of
-- == 161
PROB. XIv. Two perfons agree ta take alternately numbers
lefs than a given number, for example

11, and to add

“them together 11H one of them has reached a certain
Sum, fach. as* 100;

by what

means can one of them

infallibly attain to that number before the other? , PROB. XV~ Sixteen -counters being difpofed in two rows,
=
௮ 16g
A certain number of cards being fhewn to a
guefs that which he has thodght off - - 167
Fifteen Chriftians and fifteen Turks being
the fame veffil a dreadful florm came omy

_ to find that which a perfon has thought of

PROB. xvi.
perfon, ‘to
prog. xvi.
at fea in
which

obliged them to throw

all their merchandizxe

overboard; this however not being fuficient to lighten
-the foip, the captain informed then that there was no
polibility of its being faved, unlefs half the paffengers
were thrown.overboard alfo. Having therefore caufed
them all to arrange themfelves in a row, by counting
from 9-to 9; and throwing every ninth perfon into the

fea, beginning againtat the firf? of the row, when it
had been counted to the end; it was found that, .afier
Sifteen perfons had been thrown overboard, the fifteen

Chrifians
thefe thirty
PROB. xvitt.
_ Garry over

remained. How did the captain arrange
perfons fo as to.fave' the Chrifians?
=
4 man has a wolf, a goat, and acabbage to
@ river, but being obliged ta tranfpart them
e

=
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:

one
one, on account
the boat,
Tass
“whatby manner
isdhistoof the fmallae/s
that theofwolf
may

nat =
be left with the goat, nor the goat with the cabbage? 17
pros. xx. Three jealous bufbands with their wives

having to crofsa river at a ferry, find a boat without
@ boatman;

ட

but the boat is fo fmall that it can con~

tain 10 more than two of them at once.

How can thefe

cg

Six perfons crofs the river, two and two, fo that none of

~

the women fhall be left in company with any of the
men, unlefs when her hufband is prefent 2
oe de
- Prop. xx. In what manner can counters be difpofed in
the eight internal cells of a fquare, fo that there may
be always gin each row, and yet the whole number | —
Wall vary fromaote 30.2 om
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Pros. xxi. 4 gentleman’ has a bottle containing 8 pints
of choice wine, and wifhes to-make a prefent: of one

half of it to a friend; but as he has nothing ta meafure

27 except two other bottles, one capable of containing ¢,
and ithe other 3, pints, bow muft he manage fo as to

put exactly 4 pints into the bottle capable of contain=.
mg 52
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PROB. xx. 4 gentleman has a bottle containing 12 pints
of wine, fix of which he is defirous of giving to a friend; but as he has nothing to meafure it except two
other bottles, one of 4 pints and the other of 55 how

muft he manage to have the 6 pints in the bottle capable
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- PROB. xxi. To make the knight move into all the
Squares of the chefs board, in fucceffion, without paffing
Mulcaruer the fame)
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PROR. EXIV. -To difribute among 3 perfons, 21 cafks of. 177
© vine, 7 of them full, 4 of them empty, and 4 of them
half-full, fa that each fhall have the fame quantity
o
wine and the fame number of cafes
=
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PROB. Y. A gentleman in his will gave orders that
his
property fhould be divided among his children
in the

Sollowing manner: the eldeft to take from the whole
1000. and the 7th part of what remained; the
362212 20007. and the ath part of the remainder5 the
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் tics and natur al
ட pny. we have no doubt tha
‘there are a great many capable of being interested
in a work which presents them with a well chosen—

: selection of whatever is most curious m the
sciences, either on account of their singularity or
usefulness.
Besides, there are minds of all dis“positions, as well as there are different characters

and faces.

What one class of men treat with the

utmost indifference, is often highly esteemed by
another.
A circumstance in which consists ie |
harmony of the universe.
ல.

It may here’ be added, that. the
னா. |
and philosophy were never more cultivated than
at present. But they are cultivated by two differ.
. ent classes of men: some make them an object~
of pursuit, either in consequence of their situation,
or through a desire to'‘render themselves illustrious;
by extending their limits; while others pursue
them for mere

amusement, or by a natural taste
which inclines them to that ‘branch of knowledge.

It is for the latter class of mathematicians and
philosophers that this work is: chiefly intended ; 7
and yet, at the same time, we entertain’a hope
that some parts of it will prove mteresting to the

former.
In a:word, it may serve to stimulate the
ardour of those who.begin to study these sciences;
and it is for this reason

that in most

elementary —

books the authors endeavour. to simplify the quiestions designed for exercising
oe . by pro-
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PREFACE.-

ereater part of those in this work; but the ex~ —
amples selected by Ozanam are, it must be con- fessed, not well, chosen. For what connection. is
«there between this subject and the enigmas, pro- posed, as we are told, by the kings of Syria and

‘Egypt, or the calculations of eclipses and other
celestial phenomena, whicl» the Babylonians and

Egyptians sent to each other as’ friends? Besides,

I know not where Ozanam could find such anec“ dotes.

It wag more natural to have said, that the

_miind cannot always be bent ; and that after a subject has been thoroughly studied, there is some_ times a pleasure in afterwards skimming lightly

-

over its surface:

in short,

if in this

work

there

are some questions rather frivolous, we may, plead
in. excuse,

that

Wisdom

finds it. sometimes

ne-

cessary to throw herself for relief into the arms
of Folly.
seks
‘The first example of these mathematical amuse-

ments has been given us by the-Greeks. For we
find in the Greek Anthology a great number of —
epigrams, which are nothing but. arithmetical
questions: such 1s the celebrated problem of the

Ass and the Mule; or that respecting a figure of
Cupid which fills a reservoir with water, through |
yarious apertures in different times;
&c. .. which-

we

find proposed there in verse.

The most re-

markable of these will be found in the first volume |
_ ef this work.

5

வைனை.

<8 It was from similar ‘Gonsidérations, as it appears,

that Bachet de Méziviac, a celebrated algebraist, |
who wrotea learned Commentary on Diophantus;

was induced to collect a ereat, variety of questions
on numbers,

which he published in 1626,

under,

et délectables sur les
_ the title of Problémes plaisans
Nombres. ‘This book, next to the problems. of the
Greek Anthology, laid the foundation for all the Mathematical Recreations that afterwards appeared, more

or less extensive,

— guages. » But we shall
French works

here

and in different lan-

speak

only of the

on this subject.

The first Mathematical Recreations appeared in

1627, in 8vo. under the title of Recreation Mathematique, composce. de plusieurs Problémes plaisans
et facetieur, par H. van Etten. This, it must be
allowed, was amere wretched rhapsody, and there-

a

fore justly excited the indignation of Mydorge,

corcelebrated geometrician of that period, who
things it
rected with some asperity. the ridiculous
the subcontained. . And yet, notwithstanding,

value
“sequent editions of the book, are of as little
cdlas the first. “Chis work exhibits a confused?
which
lection of questions, the greater part of
in barbarous
are silly and childish, and expressed
person. of only
language, sufficient to. disgust any
common

taste.

டவ

This no doubt induced Ozanam,
17th century,

of the
Te

|

about the end

to form ‘a more select col-
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lection of mathematical and philosophical ques| tions, which he published i in 1692, under the title
of Récréutions Mathématiques et Physiques, in two’
vols. 80. ; which, by various additions, were at
len eth incr ee to four volumes. As the changes,
additions‘ and retrenchments we have made are

very considerable, it is our duty to give the reader
"an account of the motives which induced us to_ the undertaking.

It is proper also that we should

here say something concerning the manner in
which the work is presented to the literary world
in this new edition.
If the great number of editions which a book
has gore through be an incontestible proof of its

excellence and usefulness, the Mathematical and
Philosophical Recreations of Ozanam ought to be’
considered

as one

of the

works ever published.

best

and

most.

useful

But this is so far from being —

the case, that the book was both very faulty, and
incomplete,
There is reason however to think
that the author would have rendered it much more

interesting, and have carried it to a higher degree
_ of perfection, had he lived in an age more enlightened, and better informed in regard to the
mathematics and experimental philosophy, Since
the death of that mathematician, indeed, the arts
'-and sciences have been so much Improved, that

what in his time might have been entitled to the character of mediocrity, would not at present be

“PREFACE, *
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vil.

suppor table. Bd many new discoveries in every
part of Philosophy ? How many. new phenomena.
observed, some of which have even given birth to
tlie most fertile branches of the sciencés? We shall
mention only electricity, an inexhaustible source

of profound reflection, and of experiments highly
amusing.
Chemistry also is a science, the most _
common and slightést principles of which were
quite unknown to Ozanam.
In short, we need.

pot hesitate to pronounce that 'Ozanam’s work
contains a multitude
of subjects treated of with
an air of credulity, and so much prolixity, that it
appears as if the author, or rather his continuators,
had no other object in view than that of eles
ing the volumes.
To render this work then more atid of the
enlightened

age in which

sary to make nuierous

we

live,

it was

neces-

corrections and consider-

able additions. A task which we have endeavoured to discharge with all diligence; the particulars of which we shall now proceed to give some account of.
The first volume comprehends arithmetic a
: geometry;

those two branches of the mathematics,

which Plato'so justly called the twowings of the Mathematician. In theformer, thé nature of the different kinds of arithmetic is explained; a great many
singular properties of numbers, with several of
which Ozanam i it is probable was not at all acquaifit-

Se

.

PREFACE.

edi; also sey of right-angled. triangles 3in num_ bers, and of polygonal numbers; but confined to
- such as are most interesting and easiest to be ய்ய

derstood. » The principles of the doctrine of com--binations are then given in a clear and comprehensive Imanner,

with a great variety

of curious ~

problems relating to games and chances, several
of which are quite new.

The next article com-

_ prehends the different kinds of progressions, with
‘the solution of various problems, arising out of
them: also several tricks and games, Guna on
arithmetical combinations, are proposed and explained; which are followed by a selection of

curious problems, very proper for exercising’ young

mathematicians.

This part then concludes with

- whatever is most curious in political arithmetic,

" in'regar
life,

to population, and the duration of human

as Soe
geometry.

part of this volume is occupied by”

This part contains about seventy-five

problems, which it is hoped will be found, in ge-

neral, well chosen ; and which we have endeavoured ‘to tender more interesting, both by the
form
of the enunciation, and by the elegance and
sim-

plicity of the solution.
elegant and

Among ‘these, are some

singular theorems,

from which

isi de-

duced a generalization of certain celebra
ated pro‘perties, such as the 47th proposition
of the frst
book

of Euclid,

which.

is demonstrated

also by

*

ee
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machines invented by Truchet,

Camus and Vau-

canson ; ; the machine of. Marly, and the steam engine. Gn all these objects several new and inte**
resting Observations are offered.

« The next part of the same volume contains. Op:
tics.

This part we can assert has been much im-

proved, ‘aswell in regard to arrangement, as to
the accuracy and novelty df the matters.

‘This

subject is concluded with a short account of every

thing new or worthy of being known in regard to
microscopical. observations.
This volume then terminates with the subjects

Acoustics and Music.

The principles of the for=

mation and propag ation of sound, the phenomena

depending on them, an explanation of ancient and

modern music, several curious facts relating to the

effects of both, with questions respecting the me-

chanism of harmony, the properties of different
instruments, and certain musical paradoxes, are
the principal articles which’ compose this part, and
which terminate the second volume.
The following, or third volume, comprehends
Astronomy, and Geography as far as it
relates to
the foimer science} also Chronology, Gnonionics,

Navigation, Architecture, and Pyrotechny, or
the -

art of making artificial fire works,

To enter into

a minute detail of the corrections and consider-

able additions made to these different
treatises of

Ozanam’s

‘book, would be too tedious.

In ge-

PREFACE.
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néral, they have been abridged and simplified ;
and the errors he committed have been corrected;
for it must be owned that Ozanam, ‘having but
very little studied astronomy, possessed scarcely

any knowledge of the physico-astronomical truths *
that were demonstrated even in his’ own

time:

‘nothing therefore can be more superficial than
what he says in regard to the system of the uni-—
verse. A view of that system, and of the bodies
which compose it, has been substituted in its stead;

and which it is hoped will afford ‘satisfaction to ்
the reader, both on account of the explanation
given of the different phenomena, and of the singular comparisons employed to convey an idea =
its immensity.

:

In regard to Chronology,

we shall only remark,

that this part, a few introductory observations excepted, is entirely the work of Ozanam, and re-

‘The article on Gno-

quired very. few changes.
monics

is almost

all of

it original,

tains several new problems,

and

con-

better chosen than

those given in the work of that author.

The suc.

ceeding part is also entirely new, and contains
. Many curious problems concerning the art of navigating and mancuvring vessels. A ‘pretty full
account is here given of the celebrated problem

respecting the longitude.

The case is the same

with the article Architecture, which has furnished

matter for several curious questions, either in re-

»

இதல
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We

gard to. buitding, or to measuring,” or the

art com

sidered merely. as an object of taste.

The voluine concludes with Pyrotechny. What
Ozanam gave on this subject is: abridged in some .
« places, and improved

்

in others.

The fourth volume is entirely devoted to Physics
or Natural Philosophy. The first division of this
volume,

which fornis the eleventh.of the work,

is

a kind of Philosophical Miscellany, in which are
collected the most curious questions of every kind.
It commences with a necessary introduction, which
contains an accurate account of every thing known

and best approved in regard to the properties of
fire, of airy of. water, and of earth.
A view is
then taken of the different branches of Natural

Philosophy in general: experiments on air, hy-draulic and hydrostatic recreations ; the history of
thermometers, barometers and hygrometers, with
the

method. of

constructing

- problems in physical

them;

remarkable

astronomy solved according

to their real principles; curious observations on
_the divisibility of matter,

and that
comets,

of light,

the tenuity of odours,

&c;

questions

an account and examination

—

respecting
of some sin-

gular and ingenious opinions on that subject ; explanation and history of intewnittent springs; phe“nomena of ice,

the method

of producing it, the

analysis of paper kites, &c, are the principal ar- ்
- பிறிஷிலற் 10] 00ற1ற09௦ (40த கிரஸேம் றவர்: உறா.
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of which produce its principal phenomena.

After

this introduction, the simplest and most curious
experiments in Chemistry are described and explaited, according to the principles before laid
down. Sympathetic inks, and the amusements
which can be performed by their means, are not
‘forgotten ; nor are metallic vegetations. This part
concludes with a dissertation on the philosopher's
. stone, on potable gold, and on palingenesy; also
' chemical problems,

of which

@ curious,

instruc-

tive and philosophical kind of history is given.
This volume ts terminated by two supplements ;

one of which treats on the different kinds of phosphorus, both natural and artificial; and the other

onthe pretended perpetual lamps. But we have
. not been so prolix as Ozanam, or rather the author
of the pitiful compilation contained in the fourth
volume of his work.
We hope, or rather can
with confidence assert, that we have related,.. in

much less room, a great many more things, and
in a much more correct manner, respecting the
different ‘kinds of phosphorus, than has been done

by the author of that treatise, inserted in the edition of the Mathematical Recreations, published

after Ozanam’s death.

In regard to the perpetual

lamps, after giving an, historical’account of them,

we shew in a very few pages, and according to
_ the principles of sound philosophy, that they are.
to be considered as a chimera, only worthy of being |
உ
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This science affords a wide field for speculation
and curious research ; but in the collection which
we here présent to the ‘mathematical reader, we
have confined ourselves to what is best calculated to

excite the curiosity of those who have a taste for ma-

thematical pursuits.
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CHAPTER

I.

Of our Numerical System, and the different Kinds
:

of
by
ed
to

of Arithmetic.

IT has been generally remarked, that all or most
the nations with which we are acquainted, reckon
periods of ten; that is to say, after having countthe units from 1 to ro, they begin and add units
the ten; having attained to two tens or 20, they

continue to add units as far as 30, or three
tens;
and so on, in succession, till they come
to ten tens,

or a hundred;

of ten times a hundred they form a
thousand, and so on. Did this arise from
necessity ;
Was

it occasioned by any physical cause; or
was it
merely
the effect of chance?
©
No person, after the least reflection
nimous.agréement, will entertain any on this unaof its being the effect of chance. It is not only idea
probab
le, but
might almost be proved, that this
syseem derives its
origin from our physical conformation.
All men
have ten fingers; a very few excepted,
who, by some
lusus nature, have twelve. The first
men began to
reckon on their fingers, When they
had exhausted
them by reckoning the units, it was
necessary that
2

:

௩.

்
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they should form a first total, and again begin to

reckon

the same

fingers,

till they

had exhausted

them “a second time; and so on in succession.
Hence the origin of tens, which being confined, like
the units, to the number of the fingers, could not
be carried beyond it, without forming a new total, called a hundred ; then another called a thousand,
i
and so on.
a curious consequence

From these observations,

If nature, instead of ten fingers,

may be drawn.

had given us twelve, our system of numeration:
would have been different.. After 10, instead of

saying ten plus one or eleven, ten plus two or
twelve, we should have-ascended by simple denominations to twelve, and should then have counted
twelve plus one, twelve plus two, &c, as far as two
dozens; our hundred would have been twelve do-

zens, &c. A six-fingered people would certainly
have had an arithmetic of this kind, which indeed
would have, sufficiently answered every arithmetical
purpose, or rather would have been attended with
various advantages, which our numerical system does .
(oe
9212
not possess. «In consequence of an idea of this kind, philosophers have been induced to examine the properties
‘The celebrated Leib-,

of other numerical systems.

-nitz proposed one, in which only two characters, 1
and 0, Were to be employed. In this system of arith:

métic, the addition of an o multiplied every thing
by two, as it does by ten in common arithmetic, and
the numbers were expressed as follows :
°
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fathom would have contained 10 feet, the foot 10
inches, the inch 10 lines, &c. But he did not re- |

flect on the inconvenience of depriving himself of
the advantage of being able to divide his measures.
&c, by 3, 4 and 6, without a fraction, which is indeed of some importance.

~ It is evident that in the duodenary arithmetic, the

௩

nine first numbers might be expressed as usual, by ‘the nine known characters 1, 2, 3, &c; but as the
period ought to terminate caly at twelve, it would
be necessary to express ten and eleven by simple
characters. In this case we might choose ( to denote ten, and 9 to denote eleven, and then it is evie
dent that,

=

10 would express twelve
PX cy
ess
thirteen
12°>.°°. 2.)
“fourteen
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Seventeen

16...
< “<=: eighteen
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twenty
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twenty-one

௨.௨...

.

twenty-two

.

.

twenty-three

20...
.
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twenty-four
tO ex
forty-eight

.

a hundred and forty-four
twohundred and eighty-eight
four hwndred and thirty-two.
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Seventy-two

Tand twenty-eight
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9

‘three thousand four hundred
and fifty-six

twenty-thousand seven hun-

ல்

௦௦௦௦

௫

(௧.

dred and thirty-six
two hundred and forty-eight
ee
டன
ட்ப  | thousand eight hundred aa.
thirty-two
Thus the number denoted by the figures 2o43
would be eighteen thousand six hundred and twentyseven; for Qooo is eighteen thousand two hundred
and eighty, goo is one thousand two hundred and
ninety-six, 40 is forty-eight, and 3 is three numbers which if added will form the above sum.
It would be easy to form a set of rules for this .
new

arithmetic,

similar to those of common arith- -

metic ; but as it does not seem likely that this mode
of calculation will ever be brought into general use,
we shall confine ourselves ‘to what has been already
said on the subject, and only add, that we have seen
a book, printed in Germany, in which the common

rules of arithmetic were explained in all the sys«
tems,

the binary, ternay, quaternay, and so on, ta

the duodenary inclusively.
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of some Short Methods of performing Arithmetical
TRE
Operations.
ae
“

ட்

Cl
of

Method
several

Subtracting

other

given

several Numbers from

11 umbers,

without

making

partial Additions.
ச்

i

TO give the reader an idea of this operation»
one example will be sufficient. Let it be proposed
to subtract all the sums bélow the line at B, from
all‘ those above it at A. Add, m the usual manner, all the lower figures of the first column on
the-right, which will make 14, and
56243
subtract their sum: from the next
84564

highest number of tens, or 20. Add

42.52

the remainder 6 tothe corresponding

26848

A

column above at A, and thesum total

will be 23.

Write

down 3 at the

bottom, and because there were here
two tens, as before, there is nothin

to be reserved or carried.

Add, in

pel
3 38 |
=3388

162003

like manner, the figures of the second lower column,
which will amount to 9, and this sum taken from
10 will leave

13;

add

1 therefore to the second

column of the upper numbers, the sum of which

will be -20; write down o at the bottom, and be-.
cause there were here two teas, while in the low

column there was only one, reserve the difference,
and subtract it from the next column of the numbers

marked B before you begin to add.
ச

In the cons

—

OF

COMPUTING,

2-1

11

trary case, that is to say when there are mofe tens

in any one of the columns marked B than in the

corresponding column above it, the difference must

be added.

In the last place, when it happens that

this difference cannot be taken from the next
column below, for want of more significant figures,.
as is the case here in the fifth column,’ we must add it to the upper one, and write down the whole
sum below the line. By proceeding in this manner,
we shall have, in the present instance, 162003 for
the remainder of the subtraction required.
§ I.

“Multiplication by the Fingers.
To multiply any two numbers, for example, 9
‘by 8; first take the difference between 9 and 10,
which is.1, and having raised up the ten fingers
of both hands, bend down

1 finger of one hand,

for example the left. Then take the difference
between 8.and 10 also, which is 2, and bend down
2 fingers of the right hand. _
- Count the fingers still raised up, which in this ~
case are 7, and the sur will be the number of tens
in the product. Multiply the number of the fingers
‘bent down of one hand, by that of the fingers
bent down of the

other, and the result will be the

number of units in the product.
it will

be

By this operation

found, in the present instance, that 9

multiplied by 8 makes 72.
It may

hence be seen, that in general,

eS
we must

“take the difference, between 10 and each of the
‘given numbers; that the product of these differences, denoted by the fingers bent down of each
hand, will give the units of the product, and that

12
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METHODS

the number of the fingers which remain raised up,
will give that of the tens of the same product.

It is evident however,

that this operation is

rather curious than useful ; for no numbers but
such as are less than ten can be multiplied in this
manner, and every person almost can tell these first
products irom memory alone, otherwise they could
not perform any complex multiplication at all.

§ Uh.
Some Short Methods 9 ge
and

Multiplication

Dioision.

I. Every one, in the least acquainted with arithmetic, knows, that to multiply any number by 10,
nothing is necessary but to add to it a cipher ; that
to multiply by 100, two must be added, and so on.
Hence it follows, that to multiply by 5, we
have only to suppose a cipher added to the number,

and then to divide it by 2.

Thus, if it were

required to multiply 127 by §; suppose a cipher
added to the former, which will give 1270, and
then divide by 2: the quotient 635 will be the
product required.
In like manner, to multiply any number by 25,
we must suppose it multiplied by 100, or in- -—
creased by two ciphers, and then divide by 4.
Thus, 127 multiplied by 25, will give 3175. For
127 when increased by two ciphers makes 12700,
which being divided by 4, produces 3175.
According to the same principle, to multiply by
125, it will be sufficient to add three ciphers to
the multiplicand, or to suppose them added, and
then to divide by 8. ‘The reason of these opera-

tions may be so readily conceived, that it is not necessary to explain it.

16
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The rods being prepared as above, let us suppose that it is required to multiply the number —

6785399. Arrange the seven rods inscribed at the
top with the figures 6785, &c, close to each other,
* and apply to them on the left hand the index rod,
or that inscribed with the singlefigures (see Pl. fig.
2.); by which means we shall have a table of all the
‘multiples of each figure in the multiplicand; and
scarcely any thing more will be necessary, but to
transcribe them.

‘Thus,

for example,

to multiply

the above number by 6; looking for six on the index rod, and opposite to it in the first square, on
the right hand, we find 54; writing down the 4
found in the lower triangle, and adding the 5 in the
upper one to the 4 in the lower triangle of the
next square on the left, which makes 9; write
down the g, and then add the 5 in the upper triangle in the same square to the 8 in the lower

tri-

angle of the next one; and proceed in this manner,

taking care to carry as in common addition, and we

shall find the result to be 40712394, or the product
of 6785399 multiplied by 6.
Compound multiplication, or by several figures,
may be performed in the same manner, and with
equal facility. Let us suppose, for example, that the
same number is. to be multiplied by 839938. Write
down

the’multiplicand, and-the

multiplier ண
manner;

ee

and as the first figure

of the multiplier is 8, look for it
in the index rod, and by adding
the

~

it m the usual

different

figures in the

tri-

ann

oe
cee
Ge a

aa
hed
ee

angles of the horizontal column
4
2
Opposite to it, the sum will be 5 fe
ee
found to be 54283192, or the
—
product of the oe number by 5699314465262

oe

PROPERTIES ©

_ the ancients, and in which they prétended to find sa__
many mysterious virtues. Every one, whose mind
is not tinctured with the spirit of credulity, must
- laugh to think of the good canon of Cezene, Peter
Bungus, collecting in a large quarto volume, entitled

De Mysteriis Numerorum, all the ridiculous ideas

which Nichomachus, Ptolemy, Porphyry, and several
more of the ancients, childishly propagated respect- ‘

ing numbers.

How could it enter the minds of

reasonable beings, to ascribe physical’ energy to
things entirely metaphysical?
For numbers are _
mere conceptions of the mind, and consequently |
can have no influence in nature. ©
e

None therefore but old women

and people of

weak minds can believe in the virtues of numbers,

Some imagine, that if thirteen persons sit down
at

‘the same table,

one of them will die in the course

of the year; but there is:a much greater probability that one will die if the number be
twenty-four,

I,
: os

Tue number 9 possesses this property,
that the
figures which compose its multiples, if
added together, are always a multipleof 9; so that
by adding
them, and rejecting 9 as often as the
sum
exceeds
that number, the remainder wil] always
be
o.
This may be easily proved. by trying different:
multiples
. Of 9, such as 18, 27, 30, Kew
;
_ This observation may be of utility
to enable ué to
discover whether a given number be
divisible by. 93
for in all cases, when the figures
which express any
number, on being added together,
form
of its multiples, we ma y be assured that 9, OF one
the number
is divisible by 9, and consequently by
3 also.

|
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TRIANGLES IN NUMBERS.
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To find asmany Rightangled Triangles in Numbers,

*

as we please.

ante

- Take any two numbers'at pleasure, for example
1 and 2, which we shall call generating numbers;
multiply

them

together, ; then

having

doubled the

product, we obtain one of the sides of the triangle,
which in this case will be 4. If-we then square each
of the generating numbers, which in the present
example will give 4 and 1, their difference 3 will
_ be the second side of the triangle, and their sum 5 will
be. the hypothenuse. The sides of the triangle,
therefore, having 1 and: 2 for their generating
numbers,

are 3, 4, 5-

If 2 and

numbers,

3 had

we should

been assumed

12, and 13; and the numbers

~ given 6, 8, and 1o.

as generating ~

have found the sides to be 5,

1 and 3 would have

Take a progression
Another Method.
as 13, 2%, 37% 4%
s,
number
nal
fractio
and
properties of which are:, 1st. The whole
are those of the common series, and have

of whole
&c, the
numbers
unity for

their common difference. 2d. The numerator of
the fractions, annexed to the whole numbers, are

also the natural numbers. ~ 3d. The denominators
of these fractions are the odd numbers 3, 5,7, &c.Take any term of this progression, for example _
33, and reduceit to an improper fraction, by multiplying the whole number 3 by 7, and adding to 21,
the product, the numerator 3,, which will give 7.
The numbers 7 and 24 will be the sides of a righteh
E
ந்யூ ர.

டத.

-

RIGHTANOLED

_ angled triangle, the hypothenuse of which may be
_ found by adding together the squares of these two
numbers,

viz

49

and

576,..and

extracting the

©

* square root of the sum. ‘The sum in this case being
625, the square root of which is 25, this number
will be the hypothentse required.

‘The sides there-

fore of the triangle produced by the above term of
are 7, 24, 25.
the generating progression,
In like manner, the first term 13 will give the
்
rightangled triangle 3, 4, 5The second term 27 will give 5,

12,

- The fourth 4% will give 9, 40, 41.

13.

:

All these.

triangles have the ratio of their sides different ; and

they all possess this property, that the greatest side
=
and the hypothenuse differ only by unity.
The progression #4, 213,

31%, 428, &e, is of the

‘same kind as the preceding. The first term of it
gives the rightangled triangle 8, 15, 173; the second
term gives the triangle 12, 35, 37; the third the
triangle 16, 63, 65; &c. All these triangles; it is __
evident, are different in regard to the proportion of
their sides; and they all have this peculiar property,
that the difference between the greater side and the
hypothenuse, is always the number 2.
PROBLEM

II.

To find Any Number of Rightangled Triangles i
ட
the Sides of which shall differ only by

nity.

To resolve this problem,

we must rnd out such

numbers that the double of their squares plus or
minus unity shall also be square numbers.
°Of this

-

TRIANGLES

IN NUMBERS.

$

2ம்.

__Kind-are the numbers 1, 2, 55. 12, 29, 76. Ses.”
for twice the square of 1 is 2, which diminished
by unity leaves 1, a square number.
In like.
manner, twice the square of 2 is 8, to which if we
add 1, the sum

so on.

9 will be a square number.

And

:

Having found these numbers, take any two of
them which immediately follow each other, as 1 and
2, or 2 and 5, or 12 and 29, for generating numbers. ‘The rightangled triangles arising from them
will be of such a nature, that their sides will differ
from each other only by unity. The following is
a table of these triangles, with their generating
- numbers.

56

a

Gener. Numb.

OF

5

2

டது

Sides.

ane

3

119

2
29
297°

696
4059

7௦.

169

"23660

Hypoth.

es

20

12,

»

ee

Ox

. 29

ரத.

697
4060

23661

169

ப

இ8ழ
‘5741

33.46%

But if the problem were, to find a series of
triangles of such a naturé, that the hypothenuse of
each should exceed one of the sides only by unity,
the solution would be much easier. Nothing in |
this case would be necessary but to assume, as the :
generating numbers of the required triangle, any

two numbers having unity for their difference. The

following is a table, similar to the preceding, of the
six first rightangled triangles produced by the first

numbers of the naturaf series.

டதத

RIGHTANGLED
Gener. Numb.

1
2

Sides.

2
3

ப படர்தல்

4

5

5

6

ட

-.

4
12

சச

25

9

40>

41

ed

aes.

il

பல

Hypoth.,

2
5

Ss
13

60

13

61

If we assume, as generating numbers, the respective sides of the preceding series of triarigles, we
shall have a new series of rightangled triangles, the
hypothenuses of which will always be square numibers; as may be seen in the following table.
Gener. Numb.

oe
5

7

9
11
13

Sides.

7

Hypoth.

aa

12

370

24

304527

40-20
60
1320
84
2184

12௦

இாடாடு
3479
6887

Roots.

a5

5

169

13

625

| 25

1681
4
3721
அன
222000

It may here be observed, that the roots of the
hypothenuses are always equal to the greater of the
generating numbers increased by unity.
But if the second side and the hypothenuse of
each triangle in the above table, which differ only
by unity, were assumed as the generating numbers,
we should have a series of rightangled triangles, the

least sides of which would always be squares.
few of these are as follow:

A

.

_ TRIANGLES IN NUMBERS,
Gener. Numb.

.,

oa
12
24
௮0.

Sides.

S*
13
BG
4I

4

9
25
ஆறு
81

259
Hypoth.

4௦
532
1200
3280

்்

1
313
12௦1
3281

In the last place, if it were required to find a
series of rightangled eriangles, one of the sides of
@ which shall be always a cube, we have nothing to do but to take, as generating numbers, two follow-

' ing terms in the progression of triangular numbers,
as 1, 3, 6, 10, 15, 21, &c. By way of example
we shall here give the first four of these triangles:
Gener. N

I

த
‘

6.

ர

பம

ப

105

பள

Sides.

ச

6

தக

2௦.

300

PROBLEM

Hypoth.

8

1௦

2”
64

125

45

126

326

II.

To find Three different> Rightangled Triangles, the
Areas of which shall be all Equal.

ச்

Tue following are three rightangled triangles
which possess this property. The sides of the first

are, 40, 42, 483 those of the second 24,-70, 745
and those of the third, 15, 112, 113.
:

The method in which these triangles are found, is
as follows:
—
>

Add the product of any two numbers to the sum

of their squares, and that will give the first number

the difference of their squares will give a second ;

“ழி

| RIGHTANGLED—

த்க்

ad

~ and double the sum of their product and of the —

square of the least number, will give the third.

If you then form a rightangled triangle from the” |
two first of the numbers thus found, as generating —
~ numbers; a second from the two extremes; and a
third from the first and the sum of the other two;
these three rightangled triangles will be equal to —
each other.
ae

No more than three rightangled tringles, equal

to each other, can be found in whole numbers ;#
but we may find as many as we choose in fractions
“or mixt numbers, by means of the following
formula :
:
With the hypothenuse of one of the above
triangles, and the quadruple of its area, form another rightangled triangle, and divide it by double
the product which arises from multiplying the
hypothenuse of the triangle you made choice of by
the difference of the squares of the two other sides:
the triangle thence produced will be the one required.
PROBLEM

IV.

To find a Rightangled Triangle, the Sides of Dich
shall be in Arithmetical Progression.
௦

*

TAKE

each

two

generating

numbers

other the ratio of 1 to 2;

which

have

to

the sides of the

rectangled triangle thence produced will be in
arithmetical progression.
:
The simplest of these triangles, is that which has
for its sides 3, 4 and 5, arising from the numbers
1 and 2 assumed as generating numbers. But it is
to,be observed, that all the other triangles, which

:

56

see

OF SQUARE AND

‘13, which on trial will be found to possess the came
Pee.
These triangles are the only two
- which can be found in whole numbers;

of the kind,
but we may —

find abundance of them in fractional numbers, by —
means of the squares 9, 16, &c; such as the
following:

“9,

108
3

4௦

228
3

68
576
58௦
பட 169
162
3௨2

or in

their least terms, 2,
If it were required that the area of the proposed
triangle should be only in a given ratio to the

perimeter, for example that of ; take as generating

numbers a square and the same square increased by
25 and form from them, as before directed, a rightangled triangle: this triangle will possess the re- .
quired property. Of this kind, in whole numbers, are the two triangles 8, 15, 17, and 7s 245 25%
and numberless
numbers.

others may be found in fractional

இஇத்தமவவைய
ee 1
வைய
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Problenis respecting Square and. Cube
Numbers.

ae

ale

I.

: Any Square Number being given, to divide it into Twe
’ other Squares.

INNUMERABLE solutions may be found to
this problem, im the followirtg manner. Let 16,

‘ for example, whose root is 4, be the square to be

60

-

—_sooF SQUARE AND

aie

was able to demonstrate the following general and
curious, properties of numbers, viz :
a
;

» That every number is either triangular, or com-

posed of two or three triangular numbers.
a
That every number is either square, or composed
of two, or three or four square numbers.
And that every number is either pentagonal, or
composed of two, or three, or four or five pentagonal
numbers.
And so of the rest.

_ A demonstration of these properties of numbers,
if they be real, would be truly curious.
PROBLEM

III.

To find Four Cubes, two of which taken together, shalt
be equal to the Sum of the other tao.

Tus problem may be solved by the following

simple method. ‘Take any two numbers of such a
nature, that double the cube of the less shall exceed
that of the greater; then from double the greater
_ cube subtract the less; and multiply the remainder,
as well as the sum of the cubes, by the lesser of the
‘assumed numbers: the two products will be the
sides of the two first cubes required.

-

In like manner, take the cube of the greater of —
the assumed numbers from double the cube of the
Tess; and

multiply

the remainder,

as well

as the:

sum of these two cubes, by the greater of the
assumed numbers: the two new products will be
the sides of the other two cubes.
BS ah
Saas
For example, if we assumesthe numbers 4 and 5,
which possess the above property, we obtain, by

following the rule, for the sides of the® two first
cubes, 744, 7565

and for those of the other two,

|

CUBIC NUMBERS,

ஏ

945 and 15, which being divided by 3, give for the
two first 248, 252}

and for the two latter, 31

ee

If the assumed numbers. be 5 and 6, we shall
have 1535 and 1705 for the sides of the two first

_ cubes; and

2046 and 204 for those of the other
:

two.

°

REMARK. _
A number composed
of two cubes being given,
it is possible to find two other cubes, the sum of
which shall be equal to the former two. Wieta was
of a contrary opinion; but M. de Fermat, in his
- Observations on the Arithmetical questions of Dio-

phantus, with a commentary by Bachet
de Meziriac,

has pointed out a method by which such cubes can
be found. ‘The calculation indeed extends to numbers which are exceedingly complex, and sufficient
to frighten the boldest arithmetician; as may be
seen by the following example, where it is required
to divide the sum of the two cubes 8 and 1 into
two other cubes. By following the method of M.
de Fermat, Father.de Billy found that the sides of
_ the two new cubes were the following numbers :

;
and

12436177733990097836481,_
60962383 566137297449

48726717 1714352330560.

ல்

609023835601372074409
We must take these numbers on Father de Billy’s
word;

for we do not know that any one will ever

venture to examine whether he has been deceived.
But it is possible to resolve, without much
trouble, another question of a similar kind, which

is: To

find three

cubes

which,

taken

together,

-

shall he equal tora fourth. By following
the method:

pointed out in the above mentioned work, it will
be found that the least whole numbers, which re‘solve the question, are3, 4 and 5 ; for their cubes
added together make 216,

which is the cube of 6.

“. We have confined ourselves to a few questions of’

this kind, but they might be varied almost without

» end.

They

: difficulty

are attended with a peculiar kind of

which

renders them interesting,

and

on

“that account they ‘have bech an object of attention

fo various. analysts; such as Diophantus of Alex.
andria, among the, azicients, who wrote thirteen
books on arithmetical questions,
of which

six

only jremain,

numbers....Victa

with

too

another

exercised

on

the first

polygonal

his ingenuity

on .

questions ofithis kind; as did also Bachet’de Me

ziriac,who wrote a commentary on the above work
of the Greek Arithmetician. But this species of
analysis was carried farther than ever it had been

before by the celebrated M. de Fermat.

Father de

Billy, about the same time, gave proofs of the —
acuteness of his talents in this way, by his work entitled Diophantus Redivivus, in which he far excelled
the ancient analyst. M. Ozanam likewise shewed ,
_ Sreat ability in this species‘of analysis, by the resolution of several problems, which had-been considered as insoluble.
He wrote a work on this subject, but it was never published ; and the manu-

script, after his death, came into the hands of the

late M. Daguesseau, as we are informed by the historian of the Academy. of Sciences.
oe
GG?

|
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pression, —-1* ; and by contifiuing the subtraction
we should have —s5, —9,

&c. —

ae

-

The chief properties of arithmetical progressions

_ may be easily deduced from the definition which we
have here given. Fora little attention will shew,’
. Ast. That each term is nothing else than the first,
_plus or minus the common difference multiplied by

the number of intervals between
first: ‘Thus, in the progression
‘17, &c, the difference of which
intervals between the sixth term

that termi and*the 2, 5, 8, 11, 14,
is 3, there are five
and the first ; and -

for this reason the sixth term is equal to the first —

plus

15, the product of the common difference

3

by 5. But as the number of intervals is always less
by unity than the number of terms, it-thence follows, that we may find any term, the place of which
in the series is known, if we multiply the common
difference by the number expressing that place less
unity. According to this rule, the hundredth term
of an increasing progression will be equal to the
first plus 99 times the common difference. If it be
decreasing, it will be equal to the first term minus
that product.
“In every arithmetical progression therefore, the
common difference being given, to find any term
the place of which is known; multiply the common
difference by the number which indicates that place
less unity, and add the product to the first term, if .
the progression be increasing, but subtract it if it
* As the quantities called wWegative are real quantities, taken
in a
sense contrary to that ofthe quantities called positive, it is evident
that, according to mathematical and analytical strictness, an arithme-

tical progression may be continued ad: infifitom,

decreasing

as well as

increasing ; but we here fpeak agreeably to the vulgar mode of expression.
;
3
1

oO

O

\O
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does in arithmetical, that is to say it is always cons.
Stant.

a

:

ம

To find any term then, for example the 8th, of —

a geometrical progression, the ratio and first term
of which are known, multiply the ratio by itself

7 times; or as many times as there are units in the

place of the required term less one; or, what is”
the same thing, raise the ratio to the 7th power ;
then multiply the first term by the product, and the
new product will be the 8th term required. For
example, let the first term of the progression be 3,
and the ratio 2; to find the 8th term, raise 2 to
the 7th power, which will be 128, and multiply
128 by the first term 3, the product 384 will ஜ்
the 8th term of the progression required.
We shall here observe, that had the 8th term of
ayn arithmetical progression been required, the first

term and the common difference being given, we
should have multiplied that difference by 7, and

added the product to the first term; which is a proof

of the analogy already mentioned

in the second pas

ragraph. —
z
V. The sum of the terms of any given geometrical progression may be found in the following

manner:

Multiply the first term by itself, and the last by _
the second, and take the difference of the two pro- .
ducts. Then divide this difference by that of the
two first terms, and the quotient will be the sum
of all the terms.
Let us take, for example, the progression 3, 6,
12, 24, &c, the eighth term of which is 384, and
_ tet it be required to find th€ sum ofthese eight »
terms: the product of the first term’ by itself is 9,
and that of the last by the second is 2304; the dif.

|
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vided by 4 gives 2; in like manner, 1 being divided

“By=, which is the difference of 1 and 3, gives 3.
REMARK,

Wheh we say that a progression continued 7 i7~
finitum may be equal to a finite quantity, we do not,
like Fontenelle, pretend to assert that infinity can
have a real existence. What is here meant, and
what ought to be understood by all such expressions, is that, whatever be the number of terms

of

a progression assumed, their sum never can equal
the determined finite quantity, though it may ap-—
proach to itin such a manner, that their difference
will become smaller than any assignable quantity.
PROBLEM

if Achilles

can walk

ten

times

ட

as fast

as

a

tortoise,

which is a furlong before him, can crawl; will the
“former overtake the

latter, and

walk before he does so?

how far

must

he

ee

This problem has been, thought worthy of notice
merély because Zeno, the founder of the sect of
the Stoics, pretended to prove by a sophism that
Achilles could never overtake the tortoise ; for while
“Achilles, said he, is walking a furlong, the tortoise

will have advanced the tenth of a furlong; and
while the former is walking that tenth, the tortoise
will have advanced the hundredth part of a furlong,
and

so

on

in

infinitum ; consequently

an

infinite

number of instants must elapse before the hero can
come up with the reptile, and therefore he will never

come up with it.

ee
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therefore of the grains of wheat equal to» Sessa’s
demand, will be-18446744073709551615. Now,

if a standard pint contains 9216 grains of wheat,
a gallon will contain 73728, and, as eight gallons

make one bushel, if we divide the above

result by

eight times 73728, we shall have 31274997412295 _
for the number of the bushels of wheat necessary

to discharge the promise of the Indian king; and

if we suppose that one aore of land is capable of —
producing,

in one year, thirty bushels of wheat, to

produce this quantity would require 1042499913743
acres, which make more than eight times the surface of the globe; for the diameter of the earth
being supposed equal to 7930 miles, its whole sure
face, comprehending land and water, will amount to —
very little more than 126437889177 square acres,
Dr. Wallis considers the matter in a mianner
somewhat

different, and

says, in his Arithmetic,

that the quantity of wheat necessary to discharge
the promise made to Sessa, would form a pyramid

nine miles English in length, breadth and “height =

which is equal to a parallelopiped mass having nine
square pe
for its base, and of the uniform
height of one league. -But as one league contains
15840 feet, this solid would be equivalent to another
one foot in height and having a base equal to 142560
square leagues. Hence it follows, that the above
quantity of wheat would cover, to the height of one
foot, 142560 square leagues; an extent of surface
equal to eleven times that of Britain, which when -

every reduction is made will be found to contain

little more than 12674 square leagues.
If the price of a bushel of wheat be estimated at
ten shillings, the value of the above quantity will.

amount to 15637498706147 £ 10sh, a sum which,

|
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-

I. It is not astonishing that the race of Abraham,
after

sojourning

260

years in Egypt,

should

have

formed a nation capable of giving uneasiness to the
sovereigns of that country. We are told in the sa-

cred writings, that Jacob settled in Egypt with 70

_ persons; now if we suppose that among 1௦56 ௪௦ were 20 too far advanced in life, or
~ persons,
too young,thereto have
children; that, of the remainforming _
ing.50, 25 were males and as many females,
25 married couples, and that each couple, in the
space of 25 years produced, one with another, 8
children, which will not appear incredible in a
country celebrated for the fecundity of its inhabitants, we shall find that, at the end of 25 years, the —
above 70 persons may have increased to 270; from
which if we deduct those who died, there will perhaps be no exaggeration in making them amount to
210. The race of Jacob therefore, after sojourning

' 25 years in Egypt, may have been tripled. In like
manner, these 210 persons, after 25 years more,

may have increased to 630; and so on in triple
-geometrical progression : hence it follows that, at
the end of 225 years, the population may have
amounted to 1377810 persons, among whom there
might easily be five or six hundred thousand adults
fit to bear arms.
்
IL. If we suppose that the race of the first man,
making a proper deduction for those who died,
may have been doubled every twenty years, which —
certainly is not inconsistent with the powers of nature, the number of men, at the end of five centuries, may have amounted to 1048576, Now, as

Adam lived about goo years, he may have seen there-fore, when in the prime of life, that is to say about the

five hundredth

year of his age,

1048576 persons.

a. posterity of

OF ANIMALS, &c.

Ill. How

83 -

great would be the multiplication of

many animals, did not the difficulty of finding food,.
the continual war which they carry on against each’
other, or the numbers of them consumed by man,
set bounds to their propagation ? It might easily be

proved,

that

the breed of

a

sow, which

brings

forth six young, two males and four females,
if we
suppose that each female produces every year afterwards six young, four of them females and two
males, would in twelve years amount to 33554230. _
Several other other animals, -such as rabbits and

cats, which go with young only fora few weeks,

would multiply with still greater rapidity: in half a
~ century the whole earth would not be sufficient to
supply them with food, nor even to contain them !
if all the ova of a herring were fecundated, a.
very few years would be sufficient to make its posterity fill the whole ocean; for every oviparous fish
contains

thousands

of

ova which it

deposits

in

spawning time, Let us suppose that the number
of ova amounts only to 2000, and that these produce as many fish, half males and half females;
in the second year there would be more than
200000 ; in the third, more than 200000000; and .
in the eighth year the number would exceed that
expressed by 2 followed by twenty-four ciphers.
As the earth contains scarcely so many cubic inches,
the ocean, if it occupied the whole globe, would

not be sufficient to contain all these fish, the pro-

duce of one herring in eight years!
ப்
IV. Many vegetablé productions, if all their seeds
Were put into the earth, would ina few years cover

the whole surface

of the globe.

The hyosciamus,

which of all the known plants produces perhaps

.

15

|
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the ‘greatest number of seeds, would for this pur-:
pose require no-more than four years.

According

to some experiments, it has been found that ‘one
stem of the hyosciamus produces sometimes more
than 50000 seeds: now if we admit the number to
be only 10000, at the fourth crop it would amount
to a

1 followed

by sixteen ciphers.

. But

as the

whole surface of the earthe contains no more than
5507634452576256 square feet; if we-allow to
each plant only one square foot, it will be seen that
the whole surface of the éarth would not be sufficient for the.plants produced from one hyosciamus
at the end of the fourth year!

§. TIL.
ன்

Of some oiber Progressions, and particularly Harmonical
Progression.
THREE

numbers

are in harmonical

proportion,

when the first is to the last, as the difference between
the first and the second, is to that between the second and the third. Thus, the numbers’6, 35 25 ale

in harmonical

proportion,; for 6 is to 2, as 3, the

difference between the two first numbers, is to r, the
difference between the two last. - This kind of rela-

tion is called harmonical, for a reason which will be ‘
seen hereafter,

he

I. Two numbers being given, a third which shall

form with them harmonical proportion ‘may be
' found, by multiplying these ¢wo numbers, and dividing their product by the excess of the double of
the: first over the

second.

‘Thus, if 6 and

3 be

given, we must multiply 6 by 3, and divide the pro-

*
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&c.

‘duct 18 by 9, which is the excess

85

of 12 the double

of 6 over 3, the second of the numbers given.

this case the quotient will be 2.

rhs

e

In

It may hence be readily seen that, in one sense, it

is not always possible to find a third number in har-

monical proportion with’ two others; for When the ©
first is less, if its double be equal to or less than the
second, the result willbe an infinite or a negative
number.
Thus, the t}ird harmonic proportional
to 2 and 4 is infinite; for it will be found that the
number sought is equal to 8 divided by 4—4, or o.
But every person,

in thé least acquainted with arith-

metic, knows that the more the denominator of a

fraction is inferior to unity, the’ greater the fraction;
consequently, a fraction which has o for its denomi-

:
nator is infinite,
- If the double of the first number be less than the
second, as would be the case were it proposed to

-find a third harmonical to 2 and 6, the required di-

visor will be & negative number. Thus, in the proposed example of 2 and 6, it will be —2; and
therefore the third harmonical required will be 12
divided by —2, that is —6*. _
But this inconvenience, if it be one, is not to be
apprehended when the greater number is the first
term of the proportion; for if the first exceeds the
second, much more will its double exceed it. In.
this case therefore, the third harmonical will always
be a finite and positive number.
Il. When three numbers, in decreasing harmo-

nical proportion, are given, for example 6, 3, 2,
it is-easy to find a fourth:

nothing is necessary but

in
* See what has been already {aid in regard to negative quantities,

the article on arithmetical progression.

ர
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to find a third harmonical to the two last, and this

will be the fourth.

The third and fourth may,

in like manner, be employed to find a fifth, and

so on; and this will form what is called an harmonical progression, which may be always conti-

nued decreasing. In the present example, this series
will be found to be, 6, 3, 2.55.4, $$, $, Reece 3 ss
௦26, 3,ஆக், உடு 3௦
்
Had the two first numberg been 2 and 1,.we should —
have had the harmonical progression 2, 1, 4, 4, 4,45

ஆ ஆ பு

கய்

It is a remarkable

series of

fractions,

பட

property,
having.

for

படட ப ்ப

therefore, of the
their

numerators

unity, and for their denominators the numbers of _
the natural progression, that they are in harmonical
progression.
ft
Besides the numerical relation already mentioned,
we. find indeed, in the series of these numbers, all
the musical concords possible; for the ratio of
1
to 2 gives the octave; that of to S or of 3 to
2,
the fifth; that of £ to 2, or of 4 to 3, the fourth;
that of 4 to 4, or of 5 to 4, the third major; that
of = to 4, or of 6 to 5, the third minor; that
of $
to 9, or of 9 to 8; the tone major; and that
of ¢
to xe, or of 10 to g, the tone minor. But.
this
will be explained at more length
in that part. of
this work

which treats of music,
PROBLEM.

What is the Sum of the Infinite Series of Numb
ers in
Harmonic
al Progression, 1, S959. F0 ty 2, eee

It has been

already seen, that a series of num-

bers in geometrical Progression, if continued
in infi௫

_
|
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nitum, will always be equal to a finite number, which
may easily be determined.,

But is the case the same

in the present problem?
se
We will venture to reply in the. negative, though
an ‘author, in the Fournal de Trevoux (anneé17
),
has bestowed great labour in endeavouring té& prove

that the sum of -these fractions is finite.
_ reasoning

But his

consists of mere paralogisms, which he -

would not have employes had he been more of a

geometrician ; for it can be demonstrated that the
series 1, 3, 4, 3, +, &c, may be always continued in.
such a manner as to exceed any finite number
whatever.
oe

§. IV.

Of various. Progressions Decreasing in infinitum, the
Sums of which are Known.
்
J. A variety of decreasing progressions, which
have served to exercise the ingenuity of mathema-

ticians, may be formed according to different laws.

Thus, for example, the numerator being constantly
unity, the denominators may increase in the ratio
of the triangular numbers 1, 3, 6, 10, 15, 215 &c.

Of this kind is the following progression:
2

Ty

நத நத

பாத

15

21

SiC.

Its sum is finite, and exactly equal to 2, or ti. |
like manner, the sum of a progression having
In constantly
- unity
for its numerators, and the pyrafor its denominators, as,
midalnumbers
1,

25 10>

o> 35>

385

&c,

;
Cee
is equal to 13.
- That where the denominators are the pyramidals
Ec
of the second order, as

$8

~
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a

க

339. 705

அஷ

80).

is equal to15.

‘That where they are the ros

order,

age

os %> காட

law

of the chad

Ses

is equal to 17.
The

d

36> TE, 3525 ee

therefore which

Sie

these sums. follow,

iss

evident; ; and if the sum of a similar progression,
that, for example, where the denominators are the
pytamidals

of the tenth order, were Tequired,

we

might easily reply that it is equal to ir;
I. Let us Tow assume the following pee
பல

அகத

255 365

கேடே

’ in which the denominators are the squares of the
numbers of the natural progression.
if the reader is desirous to know its sum, we shall

observe, with Mr. John Bernoulli, by whom it was
first found, that -it is finite, and equal to the eae

of the circumference o the circle divided by 6, 0

e of 3°14159%

As to that in
ich the denominators are the
cubes of the natural numbers, Mr. Bernoulli acknowledges that he had not been able to discover it.
Those who

are fond of researches of this

may consult a work of James Bernoulli,
Tractatus de Seriebus Infinitis, which is at

kind,

entitled
ie end of .

another published at Bale in. 1713, under the title
“of Ars Conjectandi, where they will find ample satisfaction. ‘They may also consult various other memoirs both, of John Bernoulli, to be found in the collection of his works, and of Buler, published in the ©
Transactions of the Imperial Academy of Sciences
at Poe
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Combinations and Permutations.

BEFORE we enter on the present subjett, it will”

be necessary to explain the method of constructing

a sort of table, invented by Pascal*, called the Arith-

‘Metical triangle, which ds of great utility for shortening calculations of this kind.
First, form a band AB

of ten equal squares, and

below it another CD of the like kind, but shorter _
by one square on the left, so, that it shall contain |
only nine squares; and continue in this manner,
வத்து.

always making each successive band a square shorter.
We shall thus have a series: of squares disposed in
vertical and horizontal bands, and terminating at
each end in a single square, so as toform a triangle,
on which account this table has been called the .
~ # This is a mistake in Montucla, as the triangle was invented some
ages befere Pascal: see Dr. Hutton’s Tracts, 4to, pa. 69.

COMBINATIONS

90°.

௭

AND

The numbers with which it

‘arithmetical triangle.

is to be filled up, must be disposed in the following
=
ae oes’
oe
manner, <=
inAB,
In each of the squares of the first band

_ scribe unity, as well as in each of those on the-dia-

ன்
inthe first square of the

gonal AT. ©
~. Then add the number

-

band CD, which is unity, to that in the square im-_

mediately above. it, and writg down the sum 2, in

the following square.

Add this number, in the like -

manner, to that in the square above it, which will

give 3; and write it down in the next square.

By

.

these means we shall have the series of the natural
Uhe same. method:
numbers,1, 2, 39°45 55 &c;
must be followed to fill up the other horizontal —
bands; that is to say, each square ought always to —
cohtain the sum of the number in the preceding —
square of. the same row, and that which is immediately above it. Thus, the number 15, which |
oceupies the fifth squaré-of the third band, is equal
to the sum of ten which stands in the preceding
square, and of 5 which is in the square above it. .
The case is the same with 21; which is the sum of ©
rs and 6; with 35 in the fourth band, which is the _

‘sum of 15 and 20;

&c.

cena

The first property of this table is, that it contains, °

in its horizontal bands, the natural, triangular, pyramidal, &c, numbers; for in the second, we have the

natural numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, &c; in the third, the
triangular

fourth,

numibers

1, 3,

6,

10,

15,

&c3; in the

the pyramidals of the first order 1, 4, 10,

20, 35, &c; in the fifth, the, pyramidals of the.
second order 1, 5, 15, 35, 70, &c. ‘This is a ne-

cessary consequence of the manner

in which the”

table is formed; for it may be readily perceived

ப
ர

>».
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that the number in each square is always the sum
of those which fill the preceding squares on the left,
in the.band immediately above.
a
The same numbers will be found in the bands.

parallel to the diagonal, or the hypothenuse of the ,
triangle. :
ie
ர
- But a property still more remarkable, which can
be comprehended only by such of our readers as are.
acquainted with algebra, is,. that the perpendicular

‘bands éxhibit the ‘co-efficients belonging to the dif

ferent members of any power to which a binomial,
as a--d,

those

can be

raised.

The

third band

contains

of the three members of the square;

the

fourth those of the four members of the cube; the _

fifth, those of the five members
But, without

enlarging farther

shall proceed to
binations.-

explain what
;

of the biquadiate.
on this subject, we

is meant by comட்

By combinations are understood the various ways

that different things, the number of which is known,
can be chosen or selected, taking them one by one,
two by two, three by three, &c, without regard to

their order.

‘Thus, for example, if it were required

to know in how many different ways
a, 6, ¢, d, could be arranged, taking
two, it may be readily seen that. we
‘them the following combinations ab,
cd: four things, therefore, may be

-and two, six different ways.

the four letters
them two and .
can form with
ac, ad, be, bd,
combined, two

Three of these letters

may be combined four ways, abc, abd, acd, bcd; hence

of four things, taken. three
the combinations:
-“three, are only four.o

and

In combinations, properly so called, no attention
is paid to the order of the things; and for this reason we have made no mention of the following

—

09%
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comibinations, ba, ca, da, ch, db, de. If, for example, four tickets, marked a, }, c, d, were put into a
hat, > and any y one should bet to draw out the tickets

a and d, either by taking two at one
one after another,it would be of
whether @ should be drawn first or
binations ad or da ought therefore

time, or taking
no importance
last: the comto be here con-

sidered only as one. »

But if any one should bet to draw out a the first

time, and d the second,.the case would

be very dif-

ferent; and it would be necessary to attend to the
order in which these four letters may be taken and
arranged together, two and two: it may be easily
seen that the different ways are ab, ba; ac, ca, ad, da,

’ bc, cb, bd, db, cd, de:

In like manner,

these four

letters might be combined and arranged, three and

three, 24 ways, as abc, ach, bac, bea, cab, cba, adb, abd,
dba, dab, bad, bda, acd, adc, dac, dca, cad; cda, bed,

dbc, chd, bde, cbd, deb. This is what is called permutation and change of order.
்
PROBLEM

ரூ,

Any number of things whatever being given; to de-

termine in how many ways they may be combined tae
and two, three and three, &&c, without regard to
order.

Tuts problem may be easily solved by making
use of the arithmetical triangle. Thus, for exam-

ple, if there are eight things to be combined, three
and three, we must take the ninth vertical band, or
in all cases that band the order of which is expressed

by a number exceeding by. unity the number of |
things to be combined; then the fourth horizontal

=
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_ band, or that the order of which is greater by unity

than the number of the things to be taken together,
and in the comimon square of both will be found the
number of the combinations required, which in the

‘ present example will be 56.

ற

But as an arithmetical triangle may not always

be at hand, or.as the number gfthings to be com-

bined may he too. great to be found in such a table,
‘the following simple method may be employed. .- »
The number of the things to be combined, and
the manner in which they are to be taken, viz, two
and two, or three and three, &c, being given:
- st,, Form two-arithmetical progressions, one in
which the terms go on decreasing. by unity, beginning with the given number of things to be combined ; and the other consisting of the series of the »
nee
natural numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, &c.

‘od, Then take from each as many terms as there

are things to be arranged together in the proposed
a
eu
combination. .

3d, Multiply together the terms of the first pro- -

gression,

~

and do the same with those of the second.

4th, In the last place, divide the first product by
the second, and the quotient will be the number

the combinations required. —

of

Cede
In how many ways can 90 things be combined, taking
them two and two?
Accorprxé to the above rule we must multiply go
9

௫.

by 89, and divide the product 8010 by the product

of 1 and 2, that is 2: the quotient 4005 will be the -

Ba
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number

of the combinations

ட் from

ச

things, taken two and two.

Should it be required, in how’ many

ways the

same things can be combined three and three, the
problem may be answered with equal ease; for we —
have only to multiply together 90, 89,88, and to
_ divide the product 7@4880 by that of the three num- _
bers 1, 2, 3; the quotient ட
will be the number required.
In like manner, it will be found that 9௦ things
may be combined by four and four, 2555190 ways;
for if the product of 90, 89, 88 and 87 be divided
by 24, the product of 1, ae 3 4) we shall have the above result.

In the last place, if it Be required, what number
"of combinations the same go things, taken five and |
five, are susceptible of, it will be found, by towne
the rule, that the answer is 43949268.

ட, 1...
Were it asked, how many conjunctions the seven
planets could form with each other, two and two,
we might reply 215; for, according to the general
rule, if we multiply 7 by 6, which will give 40, and
divide that number by the product of 1 and 25 ee
is 2, the quotient will be 21.
If we wished to know the number of all the con-

junctions possible of these*seven planets, two

and

two, three and three, &c; by finding separately the

number “of the conjunctions two and | two, then those —
’ of three and three, &c, and adding them together, it.

will be seen that they amount to 120.

The same result might be obtained by adding the
=

ம

oo,

pon
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the above. number 6 must be multiplied by 4, to
obtain that of the arrangements resulting from four

_

things; that is to say, the number will be 24, or the.

«prodWeeor உ 2

Si

e

ட்

Tt is heedless to enlarge farther on this’ subject ;_

for it may be easily seen that, whatever be the number of the things given, the number of the arrange-_

ments they are susceptible ofmay be found, by mul-

tiplying together as many terms of the natural arithmetical progression as there are things proposed. ,

REMARK.
=

ist, It may sometimes happen that, of the things
proposed, one of them is repeated, as a, a, b,c. In

‘this case, where two of the four things proposed are

the same, it will be found that they are susceptible
only-of 12 arrangements, instead of 24; and that
five, where

two

are the same,

can form: only 60,

instead of 120.
But if three, of four things, were the same, there would be only 4 combinations, instead of 24; and»
five things, if three of them were the same would
give only 20, instead of 120, ora sixth part.
But
as the arrangements of which two things are sus-

ceptible amount to 2, and as those which can be
formed with three things are 6, we may thence
deduce the following rule;
ie
In any number of things, of which the different
arrangements are required, if one of them be several
times repeated, divide the number of arrangements,

found' according to the general rule, by that of the
arrangements which would be given by the things
repeated, if they were different, and the quotient
will be the number required.

~
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od. In the number of things, the different ar.

-

Yangements of which are required, if there are seve.
ral of them

which occur

several times, one twice

for example, and another three times; nothing will
be necessary, but to find the number
of the arrange-

ments according to the general rule, and then to
divide it by the product of the numbers expressing

' the arrangements which each of the things repeated would be susceptible of, if instead of being the same,
they were different

Thus,

in the present’case, as

the things which occur twice, would be susceptible —
of two arrangements, if they were different; and as
those which occur thrice would, under the like circumstances, give six; we must multiply 6 by 2, and
the product 12 will be the number, by which that

found according to the general rule, ought to be
divided.

Thus, for example,

the five letters a; a,

b, 6, b, can be arranged only 10 different ways: for,
_ if they were different, they would give 120 arrange-’.
ments;

but as one of them occurs twice,

and

an

other thrice, 120 must be divided by the product of
2-and 6, or 12; which will give 10.

|

By observing the precepts given for the solution
of this problem, the following questions. may be
resolved. 53:
ட...
A club of seven persons agreed-to dine together, every day
successively, as long as they could sit down to table

differently arranged.

How many dinners would. be |

—
necessary for that purpose?
Ir may be easily found that the required number
is 5040, which would require 13 years and more
than 9 months,
;
VOL, I.
ன்
H
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_ Tur different anagrams which can be formed with

any word, may be found in like manner. Thus, for
example, if it be required, how many different words
can be formed with the four letters of.the word
AMOR, which will give all the possible anagrams

—

of it, we shall find that th€y amount to 24, or the

continued product of 1, 2, 3,.4.

We thall here give

them in their regular order.

Qs

AMOR

MORA

AMRO
AOMR
AORM
ARMO

MOAR ‘ORMA
MROA
OARM
MRAO.
OAMR
MAOR
OMRA

RAOM
RMAO
RMOA
ROAM

AROM,

MARO

ROMA

ORAM.

OMAR,

RAMO
..

|

Hence it appears that the Latin anagrams of the
word amor, are in number seven, viz, Roma, mora,
jaro, oram, ramo, armo, orma.
But in the proposed
word, if one or more letters were repeated, it would —

be necessary to follow the precepts already given. —
Thus,

the word

90720

different

Leopoldus,

where

the letter / and

the letter o both occur twice, is susceptible of only
arrangements,

or anagrams,

in-

stead of 362880, which it would form, if none of:

the letters

were repeated; for, according

before-mentioned

by

the product of 2 by 2, or 4, which

90720.

to the

rule, we must divide.this number

ட்டம்

will give

ட

"fhe word studiosus, where the u occurs twice and
the s thrice, is susceptible of only 30240 arrange-

ments; for the arrangements of the g letters it cqn-

—
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tains,

hich

are in number 362880, must be ae

vided by the product of 2 and 6, or twelvé, and the
quotient will be 30240.

-In this manner maybe found te number of all

the possible anagrams of any word whatever; but

it must be observed that however few be the levers

of which'a word is composed, the number of the
arrangements thence resulting will be so great as. to
require considerable labour to find them.

How many
ட

ட

ways can the following verfe be. varied,
without deftroying the meafure :

Tot tibi funt dotes, Virgo, quot sidera celo2

-

Tuts verse, the production of a devout Jesuit of
Louvain, named Father Bauhuys, is celebrated onaccount: of the great number of arrangements of
which it is susceptible, without the laws of quantity —
being violated; and various mathematicians have
exercised or amused themselves with finding out the —
number. E irycius Puteanus took the trouble to give
‘an enumeration of them in forty-eight pages, making them amount to 1022, or the number of the
stars comprehended in the catalogues of the ancient
astronomers; aiid he very devoutly observes, that
the arrangements of these words, as much exceed
the above number, as the perfections of the Virgin
-exceed that of the stars*.
Father Prestet, in the first edition of his Elements

of the Mathematics,

says that this verse ig suscepti

* ‘See din Vossius de Scient.

Math. cap. vil.

அறு...
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ble of 2196 variations; but in the second edition

he extends the number to 3276.
=
ல
Dr. Wallis, in the edition of his Algebra printed at Oxford, in 1693, makes them amount to 3096.
But none of them has exactly hit the truth, as

_ has beerf remarked by James Bernoulli,

Conjectandi..

—

in his Ars

This author says, that .the different

_gombinations of the above verse, leaving out the
spondees, and admitting those which have no czsura,
amount exactly to 3312:
The method by which

the enumeration was

made may be seen in the.

above work.

eae

ட்

The same question has been proposed respecting

the following verseof Thomas Lansius:
Mars, mors, sors, lis, visy styx, pus, nox, fer,

mala, crux, fraus.

:
x

It may be easily found, retaining the word male
in the antepenultima place, in order to preserve the
measure, that this verse is susceptible of 399168000
| different arrangements.
,~

PROBLEM

E
Ill

Of the combinations which may be formed with squares

_ divided by a diagonal into wo
triangles.

differently coloured

;

்

Weare told by Father Sebastian Truchet, of the

Royal Academy of Sciences, in a memoir printed among those of the year 1704, that having seen,
during the course of a tour which he made to the

canal of Orleans, some square porcelain tiles; divided by a diagonal into two triangles of different
colours, destined for paving a chapel and some
இ

ட

Rak
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apartments, he was induced to try ia how many

different ways they could be joined side by side, in
order to form different figures. In the first place,
it may be readily seen that a single square (Plate
IL) according" to its position can form four different
figures, which however may be reduced to two, as .-there is no other difference between the first and
the third, or between the second and the fourth,

than what arises from tle transposition’ of the shaded triangle into the place of the white one.
Now, if two of these squares be combined together, the result will be 64 different: ways of ar-

-rangement; for,-in that of two squarés,‘one of them
may be made to assume four different situations, in

each of which the other may be changed 16 times.
The result therefore will be 64 combinations, 28.
may be seen in the plate.
We

must however

:

observe, with

Father

Sebas«

tian,' that one half of these combinations are only
a repetition
of the other, in a contrary direction,

which reduces them‘ to 32; and if attention were
not paid to situation, they might be reduced to 10.
In like manner, we might combine’ three, four,

five, &c, squares together, and in that case it would

be found, that three squares are capable of forming
128 figures;

that four could form 256,

&c. :

The immense variety of compartments which
arise, in this manner, from so smalla number of
Father Sebastian
elements, is really astonishing,
gives thirty different kinds, selected from ‘a hundred ; and these even are only a very small part of
those which might be formed. Some of the most
remarkable of them are exhibited in the 2d plate. —
In consequence of Father Sebastian’s memoir,
Father Douat, one of his associates was induced to
1

4

.

COMBINATIONS, &c.
pursue this subject still farther, and to publish, ia

the year 1722, a large work*, in which it is consi.

dered in a different manner.
In this work it may
be seen that-four squares, each divided into two

. trianglesof’ different colours, repeated and changed

in every manner possible, are capable of forming
256 different figures; and that these figures them-

sélves, taken two and two, three and three, and 80.
on, will form a prodigious multitude of compart-_

ments, engravings of which occupy the greater part

of the book.

|

்

. It is rather surprising that this idea should have
been so little employed in architecture; as it might
furnish an inexhaustible source of variety in pavements, and other works of the like kind.
However
this may be, it forms the object. of a pastime, called

"by the French Yeu du Parquet.
The. instrument
employed for this ‘pastime, consists.of a small table,

having a border round it, and capable of receiving

64 or a hundred small squares, each divided inte
- two triangles of different colours, with which people
amuse themselves in endeavouring to form agreeable

combinations.

—

;

ட

* Itisentitled Methode pour faire une infinité de deffins différents,

avec des carreaux mi-partis de deus couleurs par une ligne diagonale
, on,
Observati

ons du P. D. Douat, religieux Carme de la P. de. Te surun
Memoire inseré dans I’ Hist. de? Acad. royale des Sciences de Paris,
aunte

1704, par le P. S. Truchet, religieux du mime ordre, Paris 1722, 1

410
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Application of the Doctrine of Combinations to Games of
௮

Chance and to Probabilities.

THOUGH nothing, on the first view, seems
- more foreign to the province of the mathematics

than chance, the powers of analysis have, as we

may say, enchained this Proteus, and subjected it

to calculation.
It has found means to measure the
different degrees of probability; and this has given
birth to. a curious branch of the mathematics, the
principles of which we shall here explain.
_, When an event can take place different ways, it
is evident that-the probability of its happening in a
certain determinate manner, will be greater when, .

of the whole of the ways im which it can happen,

the greater number détermine it to happen in that
manner.
In a lottery, for example, every one
knows that the probability or hope of obtaining a~

"prize, is greater according as the number of prizes

is greater, and as the total number of the tickets is

less.

The probability therefore of an event, is in

the compound ratio of the number of the cases
which can produce it, taken directly, and of the
total number of those according to which it may be

varied, taken inversely ; consequently it may be @x-_
pressed by a fraction, having for its numerator the
number of the favourable

cases, and for its deno-

de s

+

minator the whole of the cases.

Thus, in a lottery consisting of a thousand tickets,

25 of which only are prizes, the chance of obtain-

ing one of the latter will be represented

by

oe

or

=; if the number of the prizes were 50, this pro-

|

ea
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bability would be double, for in that case, it would

be equal to 2; but, on the other hand, if the whole
number of tickets, instead of a thousand, were two

—

thousand, the probability would be only one half of

௪

the former,

that is 4.

If the whole number

of ©

tickets were infinitely great, the number of prizes

still remaining the same, the probability would be

infinitely small; and if the whole number of tickets

were prizes, it would become certainty, and in that”

case would be expressed by unity.

oe

Another principle of this theory, necessary to be
here explained, the enunciation of which will be.

sufficient to shew the truth of it, is as follows:

We play an equal game, when the money depo-

sited is in direct: proportion-to the probability of

gaining the stake; for, to play an equal game, is |
nothing else than to deposit a sum so proportioned
to the probability of winning, that, after a great
number of throws or games, the player may find
himself nearly. at par; but for this purpose, the
sums deposited must be proportioned to the degree
of probability, which each of the players has in
his
favour. Let us suppose, for example, that A bets
against B on a throw of: the dice, and that
‘the
chances are two to one in favour of A 3 the
game

will be equal if, after a great number

of throws,

the parties separate nearly without any loss
;» but as
‘there
are two chances in favour of A, and only

one
in favour of B, after three hundred throws
A will
have gained nearly two huadred, and B
one hun.
dred ; A therefore ought to deposit 2 and
B only |
one, for by these means, as A in winning two
-hundred throws will gain 200, B in winning a hundred

throws will gain 200 also. In such cases therefore,
it

is said that two to one may be betted in favour
of As

‘|
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I.

dn tossing up, what probability is there of throwing a

head several times successively, or a tail; or, in play-,

ing with several pieces, what probability is there that
they will be all heads, or all tails 2

_.

In this game, which, is well known, it is évident,.

‘ast, That as there is no reason why a head should
come up-rather than a tail, or a tail rather than a

head, the probability that one of the two will be the

_

case is equal to 3, or an

equal

for or against. .

பவ

bet may be taken,

கத

நட்

But if the game were for two throws, and any

one should'bet,

that a head will come

up twice, it

must be observed, that all the combinations of head
or tail, which can take place in two successive throws
with the same piece, are head, head; head, tail ;
tail, head ; tail, tail ; one of which only gives head,

head.

‘There is therefore only one case in 4 which -

can make the person win who bets to throw a head’ twice in succession ; consequently the probability of
‘ this event is only 4; and he who bets im favour of
two heads, ought to. deposit a crown, and the person
who bets against him ought to deposit three; for
the latter has three chances of winning, while the

former has-only one.

‘To play an equal game then,

the sums deposited by each, ought to be in this proportion.

ad

It will be found also, that he who bets to throw
_a head three times ip succession, will havein his.
favour only one of the eight combinations of head.
and tail, which may result from three throws of the
same piece. The probability of this event theres

SS
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fore, 18 3, while that jieee dt his adversary wil
bey Consequently,. to play an equal game, he
ought to stake 1 against 7.
தி

needless to

6 over ‘all the other cases ;ட் ர

it may be easily seen, that the probability of throw“ing a bend four times: successively, 19,355 five times
“successively, Fee
7

It is unnecessary also to enumerate all ae diffrent

combinations which may result from head or tail;
but in regard to probabilities, the eos simple ‘
rule may be employed,
The probabilities of two or more » single events
being known, the probability of their taking place
all together may be found, by multiplying together
the probabilities of these events, considered singly.
Thus the probability. of throwing ahead, con-_
sidered singly, being expressed at each throw பட
ae
that of throwing it twice in succession,

will be 4x3

or 75 that of throwing it three times, m three suc
cessive throws, will be xix, or %, &c.

ad. The problem, to ‘determine the probability of

throwing,

with two, three, or four pieces, all heads

or all fails, may be resolved by the same means.
‘When two pieces are tossed up, there are four combinations of head and tail, one of which only is all
heads. When three pieces are tossed up together, —
there are 8, one of which only gives all heads, &c.
The: probabilities of these cases therefore, are the
same as those of the cases similar to them, which Wwe

_ have already examined.

dt may be easily seen indeed, without the help of
analysis, that these two questions are absolutely the
same; and the following mode of reasoning may be
employed to prove it. . To toss up the two pieces A
and B together, or to toss them up in succession,

;
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giving time to A, the first, to settle before
the other

- 4s tossed up, is certainly the same thing.

Let us_

_ suppose then,

settled,

that when

A, the first, has

instead of tossing up B, the second, A the first, is
in order to be tossed upa
ம

taken from the ground,

_ second time; this will be the same thing as if the
piece B had been‘employed for a second toss} for
by the supposition they are both equal and similar,
at least in regard to the chance ‘whether head or tail
-will come up.
Consequently, to toss up the two

pieces A and B, or to toss up twice in succession the
piece A, is the same thing.
3d.

We

shall now

propose

Therefore,
the

&c.

following

ques-

tion: What may a person bef, that, in two throws,
a head will come up at least once? By the above
method it. will be found, that the chances are 3
to 1. In two throws, indeed, there are four combinations, three of which give at least a head once

in the two throws, and one only which gives all
tails; hence it follows, that there are three combi-.

’ nations in favour of the*person who bets to. bring a
head once in two throws, and only one against him.
PROBLEM

Il.’ |

Any number of dice being given; to determine what
probability there is of throwing an assigned number
ன்
e
of points.

We shall first suppose that the dice are of the
ordinary kind, that is to say, having six faces,

marked with the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6; and we
shall analyse some of the first cases of the problem, -

in order

that\ we may proceed gradually to those

that are more complex.

gee

AE
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8
ast. It is proposed to throw a determinate point, 6 for.

example, with one die.
aS
பட த ல் அன்ட தட பத ி
Here itis evident, that, as the die has six faces, one
of which only is marked 6, and-as any one of them
.emay as readily come up as another, there ae 5.
chances against the person who proposes to throw a

ss

~ $ix at one throw, and only one in his favour.

ad. Let it be proposed to throw the same point 6 with

4
aah
€
dao dice.
as eerF
Pas ன்
To analyse this case, we must first observe that

- two dice give 36 different ‘combinations ; for

each

of the faces of the die A, for example, may be com=

-

bined with each of those of the die B, which will

produce

36 combinations.

ast. by 3 and 3;

with
two
with
also

2d. by

But 6 may be thrown,

2 with the die A and

4

the die B, which, as may be readily seen, forms
distinct cases: 3d. by 1 with’ the die Aand 5
the die B, or 1 with B and 5 with A, which
gives two cases; and these are all that are’ pos-

-

sible. Hence there are 5 favourable chances in 365
consequently the probability of throwing 6 with two

dies, is =,

and that of not throwing it is =,

This

therefore ought to be the ratio of the stakes or
money deposited by the players.

_ By analysing the other ‘cases, it will be found

that, of throwing two with two dice, there is one

chance in 36 ; of throwing three, there are 2; of

throwing four, 3; of throwing five, 4; of throwing six, 5; of throwing seven, 6; of throwing ~
eight, 5; of throwing nine, 4; of throwing ten, 3 3
’ of throwing eleven, 2; and of throwing sixes, 1.

If three dice were proposed, with which it is”

evident the lowest point would be ‘three,.and the
highest eighteen, it will be found, by means of a

_ similar ale that in 216; the whole number of

_

‘Tio
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Table ன் the di ifferent ways in ‘which any point he
+

Ue thrown with One, 1400, three, or more dice.
cae
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_ When it is once known, how. many ways a point

can be thrown with a certain number of dice, the pro.
bability of throwing it may be easily found; nothing

is necessary but to form a fraction having for its
‘numerator the number of ways in which the point ‘—
the number 6,~~
can be thrown, and for denominator

raised to that power indicated by the number of

_ dice ; as the cube of 6, or 216, for three dice ; the

biquadrate, or 1296, for four'dice; &c.
Thus, the probability of throwing 13 with three
்
dice, is ++ 5 of throwing it with four, 24%; &c.
_ Various ‘other questions may be proposed concerning the throwing of dice, a few of which we shali

here examine.

5

:

es

ee

ey

ast. When two players are engaged ; to determine the —

advantage or. disadvantage of the person who undertakes to throw a certain face, that for example marked 6, ws

eRe
@ certain number of throws.
Let us suppose that he undertakeit
s at one throw =
‘to find the probability of his succeeding, it must be
considered, that he who holds the die, has only one
chance of winning, and five of losing ; consequently
to undertake it at one throw, he ought to stake no’
more than

1 to five..

There is therefore a great. dis-

advantage in undertaking, on an even bet, to throw
six at a single throw of one die.

a

:

..To determine the probability of throwing the face —
marked 6 in two throws with a single die, we must
observe, as has been already said, in regard to tossing up, that this isthe same thing as to undertake, in

throwing two dice together, that one of them shall

6 uppermost. He then who
have the side aad
11 chances, or combinaonly
has
dice
the
holds
for he may throw 6'
win;
can
he
_ tions,’ by which
5 with the second5
4.0r
3,
2,
1,
and
die
first
the
with

&

e
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or 6 with the seeond die and. 1,2, 35 4 OFre with he
first, or 6 with each die. But there are 25 combi. nations or chances unfavourable to his’winning, as 1
way: be seen in the following table:
°

க

௬]

$2 | 25°27].

1,

thes

223
35

aut
2 1 45

ம் 1
2

[he

312,313,3143| 5

3

By Acl 454 1 5> 4

௮1௬2 1222

மண

Hence it may be concluded, that he who under=
takes to throw a six with two dice, ought to stake no

more than

11 to 25;

and consequently, that it ©

would be disadvantageous to do it on equal terms.

. It must here be observed that 36, the number

of all the chances or combinations possible m two _

throws of the dice, is the square of 6; which is the

number of ‘the faces of one die; and that 25, the
number of the chances unfavourable to the person
who undertakes to throw a determinate face, is the
square of 5, or of 1 less than the same number 6.
The number of the favourable chances therefore, in
this case, is equal to the difference of the squares 36
and 25, or of the square of the number of the faces ©
of one die, and of that of the faces of the same die
less one.
In the case of undetiaking to ce a 6 in three.
throws with one die, we must consider, in like mans ~

ச்

ner, that this is the same thing as to undertake that,
in throwing three dice at once, one of them shall |
_. bring a 6; but of the 216 combinations, ! 'which result from three dice, there are ‘125 without a 6, and
91 among which ‘there is at least one 6; conse=quently, he who engages to throw a 6, either in three ~
throws with one oo or one throw with three dice,

ள்...

“எவை

144, or about 1'to 71, ought to be betted
on throwing, at least, once threes with four dice.

= =

a

In the last place, if the probability of throwing

any doublet, at one throw, with two or more dice,.

be required ; it may be easily-determined by the

preceding method of calculation ; for if an indeter= _

minate doublet be proposed, «it is evident that the
probability is six times as great as when an assigned
doublet is proposed ; and therefore we have only to
multiply the probabilities already found by 6. ‘Fhe
probability therefore with two dice, will be § or 3
with three dice, 3° or $; with four dice, 2%; &c.
So-that there is an advantage in taking an even bet |
. to*throw at least. one doublet with four dice.
PROBLEM

Two persons

III.

sit down to play for

a certain sum of

money ; and agree that he who Sirst gets three games
“shall”

be

the

winner.

One

of them

has got

two

games, andthe other one; but being unwilling to
continue their play, they resolve to divide the stake:
' how much of it ought each person to receive?

‘Tus problem is one of the first that engaged the
attention of Pascal, when he began to study the caleu-

lation of probabilities.

It was

resolved by Fermat,

a celebrated geometrician, to whom he proposed it,

|

by a different method, viz that of combinations: we
_ Shall here give both.
Ttis evident that each of the players, in depositing |
“his money resigns al! right to it.but, in return,
each has a right to what chance may give him ;
“consequently when they give over playing, the stake
+7

oes

BER

CAN

ought to be divided in-proportion to the probability

each had of winning ew hale sum pa they conCase 1st. This: proportion may be determined by

the following reasoning.

.Since-the first” player

wants: one game to be out, and the second two, it

may

be

readily, perceived; that

if they continue

their play, and if the sesond should win one‘game,,

he

would want,

in the same

manner

as the first,

one game to be out; and in that case, the two
players being equally advanced, their hopes or

chances of winning would be equal.» This being
supposed, they would have an equal right to the

Stake,

and

consequently each

equal share of it.

ought to have an.

கடட

செல்தல்

பு

5

It is evident therefore, that if the first should win

the game

about

to be played,

the whole

money

deposited would belong to him; and that if he lost

it, he would have a right only to the half. . But the
one case being
as probable as the other, the first has
a right to the half of both these: sums taken together.
But together they make

3, the half of which is 3;

and this is the share of the stake belonging to the
first player;

consequently

second is only %. '

that belonging

43,

as

ae

to the
Ht

Case 2d. ‘Vhe solution of the first case will enable
us to solve the second, in which we suppose that thé

first player wants one game

to be éut,

and the

second three; for if the first should win one game,
he would be ‘entitled to the whole stake, and if he

lost one game, by whjch means the second would
want only

would

two games to be out,
3 of the money

belong

to the former,

as the parties would

then be in the situation alluded to in the preceding
case.

But

as both these

events

are equally

pro-

|

>
%
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_ four games, the number of the games wanting to
by unity,
both will be 5, which being diminished
will give 4.

in how many*

We must then examine

—

different ways the letters a and } can be combiney
four and four, which will be found to be 16 viz: _

;

:

aaaa

aabb

abbb

aaab
aaba

ababh
baab

pabdb
bbhab

baag

baba

abaa
.

abba

ae

bbba

“bbaa |

But, of these 16 combinations, it it evident there
“are 15 where a@ is found at least once; which in-

dicates that there are 15 €ombinations or chances
favourable to the first player, and one favourable to
the second. ” Consequently they oughtto divide the
stake in the ratio of 15 to f, or the former ought

to have +3 of if, and the latter ~..
PROBLEM

Iv. .

Of the Genoese Lottery,
ALL

persons are acquainted with the nature of |

Totteries, a kind of institution which originated in
Italy, and which

was

afterwards

introduced

into,

other countries of Europe. It took its rise at Genoa,

where it had Idng been customary to choose annually
by

ballot

five

members

of

the

senate,

which

|

was

composed of go persons, ir order to form a particular council. Some idle persons*took this oppor-

tunity of laying bets, that the lot would fall on such

‘or such senators.
The government then seeing ©
with what eagerness people interested themselves ma
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Bs) uileedees

ன்ன probability.there is,
i “that two.

~ numbers selected will both come up,. we must first —
find how many ‘combinations may be produced by:

90 numbers, taken two and two. In treating on
“combinations we have already shéewn, that in :this
«case they amount to 4c055. but as five numbers are
drawn from the wheel, and as these five numbers,
combined together two and, two, give 10 twos, it)”
thence results that, in.these 4005 chances, there .

are only ro favourable to the adventurer.
The’
_ probability therefore, thar the two numbers selected
may be among. those. drawn from the wheel, will be
expressed by 735; of =q- For this reason the pro‘prietor of the lotttery ought to give’ the adventurer,

im case he should win, 4co% times the price of the.
tickets:
To determine What probability t there‘i is, that three
numbers selected will come up among the five
drawn from the wheel, we must find how many
‘ways 90 numbers can be combined three and three,
or how many threes they make.’ These combinations amount to 117480; but as the five numbers
drawn from the wheel Bodin 10 threes, the adven‘turer has 10 favourable chances.in 117480, and the

‘probability in his favour is => or +3.
To
tisk his. money therefore on equal terms, the prize
‘ought to be 11748 times the price of the ticket.
In the last place, it will be found. that in 51 1038
chances, there is only one favourable to the person who

should

come up;
person

who

bet that 4 determinate

and

numbers

will.

1 in 43949288 favourable to the

should

bet that

bers will be the five drawn;

fivé determinate: mum. ~

consequently, in the ©

last case, to risk his money on equal terms, accord,
‘ing to இணக்க
strictness the adventurer, should

a>
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THE GAME OF PIQUET.

a

௩
13310 that case, when the cards are out,

‘
னு must

:

be shufiled-and cut, and he must hen, take from |
the pack the number of cards sufficient for him to”
continue the game, beginning: where he left off:
that is ¢<o say, if in turning up the last card he
named seven, in turning up the first of the new
cards he must call out eight, then nine, and so on
to 13, unless he wins before ; in which case he
must

begin once more, calling

and so on as already explained.

out one, then two,

;

As it would be too tedious to enter

es a com-

plete analysis of this game, we shall only observe,
that according to Montmort, if A holds only ‘two
~ cards, the probability of ‘his winning is 2212.
2.5 1f he has’

three, it is 33 if four, it is § ; and'im the last place,
if he has 13, it is 232°"
5 so that, to play an
1239738௦௦3
equal game, A gught to bet somewhat less than 11
to 6.

ds

PROBLEM VI,

A and B playing at piquet; - A is fist in hand, and
has no ace: what probability is there that he will get
Aes

or two, or thr. 28, or four?

Ir is well
ட that at this game 12'cards are
dealt to each of the players, and that 8 remaining
the pack, of which the first, takes 5, and the last
3. This being premised, it will be found that A’s
chance to have any one ace is.
y .
5
HMC AMO wi கள் மதத் அதப் பப் வன kes. | gee
டு are ne
ல வட ப
ரத த றட, பட

:
1 have four tai «te...
the sum of all these is 23%, which is றவ

ws
1௦-55,

Hence it follows, that the probability of his having an ace among the five cards he has to take in,

KG

11105

ட

996
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And, in’ the last place, that it is 25 to 16, that
they will not be equally divided.
ரல த தலத்
one of the two sides. will count honours, or that.

பம்
_

வ...

“கல

Of the game of the American Savages...

=

We are told by Baron de la Hontan, in his Voyages en Canada, that the Indians play at the following game: they have 8 nuts, black on the one
side

and white on the other ; these they throw into the

air, and if it happens, when they fall to the ground,
that the black are odd, the player wins the
stake ;

if they are all black, or all white,
he wins.the
double ; but if there are an equal numb
er of each,
he loses. '
:
eee
or
M. de Montmort, who analysed this
game, finds,
that

he who tosses tp the nuts, has an advan
which may be estimated at sss3 and that to: tage,
render
the game equal, he ought to deposit
22 when his:
adversary stakes 21.
t

~ PROBLEM Ix.
Of the game of Backgammon.

Tue game of backgammon is.one of
those where
~ the spirit of combination is disp
layed in a very
siriking manner, and where it is of.
great utility to
_ know,

at

every

throw,

what

may

feared from ‘the succeeding throws,

own,

or those

this game,

of your adversary.

like those in others,

be

hoped ‘or

whether your

The-chances in

may be:appreciated

_ |
mathematically ; but we shall here confine
ourselves”
to.a small number of examples, selected
from those
easiest to be comprehended.
a

180

ow
நன்னி to the former,

with THE
ta

to receive both the sabe in

case he should tg all the blank oes in 3 successive
throws.
Sr

‘ Trése geeiaioed with the

ரன் to be pur-

sued” in order to resolve such problems, are liable to reason in an erroneous manner on dice of this —
kind; for observing that-there are five times as
many blank as marked faces, they thence ‘conclude
that it is.5.to x that the person who.throws then)
will not bring any point. They are however mistaken, as the probability,

on the contrary,

is near

2 to 1 that they will not come up all blanks.

If we take only one die, it is evident that it is 5

- to.1 that the person who holds it will throwa blank;
“but if we add a second die, it may be readily seen,

that the marked face of the first may combine with

each of the blank faces of the second, and the
marked face of the second with each of ‘the blank
faces of the first; and, in the last place, the marked
face of the one with the marked face of the other:
consequently, of the 36 combinations of the faces
of these two dice, there are 11 in which there is at

least one marked face. But,, as we have already
»observed, this number 11 is the difference of the
square of 6, the number of the faces of one die,
and of the square of the same number diminished

by unity, that is to say of 5

If a third die be added, eee shall find, by the like

analysis, that of the 216 Sarak adda of three dice,

there/ are gi in which there, is at least one marked
face; and g1 is the difference of the cube of 6 or
216, and the cube of 5 or 1253 the result will be
the same in regard to the more complex cases; and
hence we may conclude. that, of the 46656 cam-

ட்

ணக

ட s

6!

. binations of the faces of the 6 dice in question, there
-willbe 31031 in which there is at least one marked .
- face, and 15625 in which allthe faces are blank;
-consequently, the chance

is 2 to 1 that some point

at least will be thrown; whereas, by the, above
reasoning,it would appear that 5 to 1 might be

betted on the contrary being the case. =
This example may serve to shew how diffident we
ought to be in regard té the ideas which occur on
the first consideration of subjects of this kind; and

it may be added that, in this case, our reasoning is

confirmed by experience. But to return to the problem; it is evident that, of the 46656 combinations

of the faces of 6 dice, there is only one which gives
the 6 marked faces uppermost; the probability

therefore of throwing them at one throw, is expressed by \,2,,3 and as the adventurer was
allowed 20 throws, the probability of his succeeding
aD
was only ,2.°.<) which is nearly equal to ee
mountebank
the
play an equal game therefore,
should have engaged to return 2332 times the
money. But he offered only 100 timeg the stake,
that is, about the 23d part of what he ought to
have offered, to pive an equal chance, and conse-

quently he had an advantage of 2210 1.

The chance offered to those who might lose was
_a mere deception; for the proposer artfully availed
himself of that propensity which every man, who
had not sufficiently examined the subject, would
“have to adopt the false reasoning above mentioned ;

to
- and the adventurer would have the less hesitation

accept the offer as it Would seem that he might bet
5 to 1on bringing blanks

every throw;

whereas it

the
is 2 to 1 that the contrary will happen. But
being
throw,
one
in
blanks
chance of not bringing

ge

GAMES WITH THz

to that of bringing them, as 2 to 1; if thence

* follows, that the probability of not bringing them
three times successively, is to that of bringing them, |
as 8to 1. To play an equal game therefore, the
™mountebank ought to have staked 7 to 1 ; conse-

quently, in the chance which he gave to the loser,

~4n a game where he had an advantage of 22 to'1, he
had still an advantage of 7 to 1.
PROBLEM

‘XI:

In how many throws with six dice, marked on all their’

faces, maya person engage, for an even. bet, 10
throw 15.2,

3, 4, 5; 62

We have just seen that there are. 46655 chances’
fo_1, that a person will not ‘throw these 6 points

with dice marked only on. one of their faces; but

the case is very different with 6 dice marked on all
‘their faces ; and to prove it, we need only observe
that the point 1, for example, may be thrown by
each of the dice, as well as the 2, 3, &c; which
tenders the probability of these six points, 1,2,
3,
&c, coming up, much greater.
. But to analyse the problem ‘more accurately, we
-

. Shall observe, that there are 2 ways of throwi
ng

r,

e2, with two dice; viz 1 with the die A} and
2:
with the die B; or 1 with the die B, and 2 with A.
Hf ii were proposed to throw 1, 2, 3 with 3 dice
;.
of the whole of the combinations
of the faces of 3
dice, there are 6 which give the points
1}. 2, °3
for 1 may be thrown with the die A, 2 with B, and 5
*
3 with C; or 1 with A, 2 with C, and 3 with B ;
or 1 with B,*2 with A, and 3 with Cs or 1 with
B, 2 with C, and 3 with A; or 1 -with ‘C, 2 with

mouse

அதி

_ A, and 3 with B; or 1 with C, 2 with B, and 3
with A.

;

SER

as

.

It hence appears that, to find the number of ways
in which 1, 2, 3 can be thrown with 3 dice, 1, 2, 5
must be multiplied together. In like martner, to
find the number of ways in which 1, 2, 3,:4 can ~

“be thrown with 4 dice, we must- multiply together
I, 2; 3, 4, which willegive

245 and, in the last

place, to find in how many ways 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 can .
be thrown with 6 dice, we must multiply together
these six numbers, the product of which will be
20.
ட் Tf the number 46656, which is the combinations
of the faces
of 6 dice, be divided by 720, we shall
. have 64% for the chances to 1, that these points

‘will not come up at one throw; consequently a
person may undertake, for an even bet, to bring
them'in 56 throws; and one may bet more than 2
to 1 that they will come up in 130 throws.’ In the
jast place, as the dice may be thrown 130 times

and more,'in a quarter of an hour, a person may
with advantage bet more than 2 to 1, that they will
come up in the ‘course of that time.’ oe
He therefore who engages, for an even bet, to
throw these pomts

in a quarter of an hour, under-

takes what is highly advantageous to himself, an
equally disadvantageous to his adversary.
=, é *

i
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4 ‘PROBLEM x.

Bes

oe

A certain person proposed to play with 7 dice, marked’
‘ on alk their faces, on the following conditions: he

who held the dice was to gain as many crowns as he
. brought sixes; but if he brought none, he was to pay — |
to his adversary as many crowns as there were dice,
that is.7. What. was. the isratio of their chances?

‘To resolve this problem, we must analyse it in.
order.

Let us suppose then,

that there is only one

die; in this case it is evident, that.as there is only
1 chancé in favour of him who holds the die, and 5
against him, the ratio of the stakes ought to be that

If the -first therefore gave a crown’
of 1 to 5.
every time he did not throw 6, and received only

_ the same sum when a 6 came up, he would play a

:
ads shea
- very unequal game.
_ Let us now suppose 2 dice. In the 36 combinations,

of which the faces of 2:dice are susceptible, there are

25 whichgive no 6; 10 whichgive 1, and 1 which gives
2: Hetherefore who holds the dice, hasonly 11 chances

in his favour, 10 of which may each make him gain
a crown, and the remaining 1 may make him gain
two. His chance then of winning, according to the

general rule, will be $2 + 2;

and because, if the

25 chances which do not give a 6 should take place,
he would be obliged to pay 2 crowns, the chance of

Consequently the chance
his adversary will 06 3.
of winning will be to that of losing as 5% to $4, oF
:
12 to 50, or less than 1 to 4.
To determine, in the more complex cases, the
chances which give no 6, those which give one,
those which give two, &c, it must be observed, that _
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॥

Let the number thought of, for example, be ro,
which multiplied by itself gives 1005; in the next
place 10 increased by 1 is 11, which multiplied by
itself. makes. 121, and
squares.is 21, the least
the number thought of.
‘This operation might
‘by desiring the person

the difference of these two:
half of which, being 1o, is
:
be varied in the second step,
to multiply the number by

itself, after it has been diminished by unity, and

then to tell the difference of the two squares; the

greater half of which will be the number thought of.

Thus, in the preceding example, the square of
~ the number thought of is 100, and that of the
same number less unity is 81: the difference of
these is 19, the greater half of which, or 10, is the

number thought of,

ஷர,
Desire the person to add to the number thought
of its exact half, if it be even, or its greater half if
odd,

in order to obtain a first sum;

then bid him®

add to this sum its exact half, or its greater half,
according as it is even
sum; from which the
double of the number
him to take the half
less half if it be an odd

or odd, to have a second
person must subtract the
thought of. Then desire
of the remainder, or its
number, and to continue

halving the half till’he comes to unity.

When this

is done, count how many sub-divisions have been
made, and for the first division retain 2, for the
second 4, for the third 8, atid so of the rest, in

double proportion.

“It is here necessary to observe,

that 1 must be added for each time that the least half

‘was taken; because, by taking the least half, 1 always

COMBINATIONS. ~~
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remains; and that 1 only must be retained when
no» sub-division could be made; for thus you will
have the number, the halves of the halves of which
have been taken: the quadruple of that number
then will be the number thought of, in case,it was

to take the ‘greater
not necessary at the beginning
half, which will happen: only when the number .
thought of is evenly even, or divisible by four; but.

if the greater half has Been taken, at the first division, 3 must be subtracted from the above: qua-

-druple, or.only 2 if the greater half has been taken’
at the second division, or 5 if ithhas been taken at

each of the two divisions, and the remainder then

will be the number thought-of.
Thus,

—.,

if the number thought of has been 4; by.

adding to it its half, we shall have.6;

and if to this.

we add its half 3, we shall have g: if 8, the double
of the number thought of, be subtracted, there will
remain

1,

have-arrived

which

cannot

at unity;

be halved,

because

we

for this reason we must

retain 1, the quadruple of which, “ஆ, is the number.
thought of.

mie

்

it

If 5 has been thought of; by adding to it its
greater half 3, we shall have 8; and if 4, its half,
beadded, the sum willbe 12 ; from which if we subtract 10, the double of 5, the number thought of,

the remainder will be 2, the half of which is 15
and as we can no longer take the half, because.
we have arrived at unity, we must retain 2 as there.’

"has-been one sub-division. If from 8, the quadruple

of 2, the number retained, we subtract 3, because
in the first: division the greater half was taken, the
yemainder. 5 will be the number thought of.

-

|
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‘DIVINATION AND

iV,
- Desire the person to take x from the number

thought of, and to double the-remainder; then bid
him take x from this double, and add to it the

number

thought’ of.

Having

asked the number

arising from this addition, add 3 to it, and the third
of the sum will be the nuntber required, E
Let the number thought of bes; if 4 be. taken
from it, there will remain 4, the double

- 8 being deminished by
being increased bys, the
result will be .12: if to
have 15, the third part.
number required,

of which

1; and the remainder 7
number thought of, the
this we add 3, we shall
of which, 5, will be the
;
a

REMARK,

ட

This method may be varied a great many ways;

for instead of doubling the number thought of, after
unity has been deducted from it, the person
may be
desired to triple it; then after he has been
desired
to subtract unity from that triple, and to
add the
number thought of; he must add 4 to it, and
thet
ef the sum arising from these operations
willbe the
numb
er required.

~Let the number

tracted.

a

;

required be x: if unity ,be sub-

from it,» the remainder. will bé x
—— 15
multiply this remainder by any number whatever,
7,
and the produ

ct will be 2«—n: again subtract
unity, and we shall have for remainder
7 ~ —»— 1;

if x, the number thought: of, be then added
, the
sum will be (7 +..1) ~«—2n—1; and if
to this
sum we add the aboye multiplier increased by
unity,

கேமை...

ப

that is to say 3, if the first remainder was doubled;
4 if it was tripled, &c, the result will be (a + r) x;
which being divided by the same ‘number, ‘the

quotient will be x, the number required.
Unity, instead of being subtracted from theanumber thought of, might be added to it; and. then, instead

of adding, ‘at the end of the operation, the multiplier
increased by unity, it oughtto be subtracted, after
which the remainder may be divided as above.
~ *
Let the number thought of, for example, be 7;

#f unity be added,

the sum will be 8, and this sum

tripled will give 245 if 1 be ‘still added, we shal? have 25, and this sum increased by 7 will make 32; .
from which if 4 be deducted, because the number
thought of was tripled after unity-had been added,

we shall have 28 ; one fourth of ‘which ‘will be the

_. number required.

:

WV.

“Desite the person to add 1 to the triple of the
number thought of, and to multiply the sum by 3;

then: bid him add to this product the number
- thought of, and the result’ will be a sum, from
“which if 3 be subtracted, the remainder will be decuple of the number required. If 3 therefore. be

‘taken from the last sum, and if the cipher on ‘the:
right be cut off from the remainder, the other
figure will indicate the number sought.
Let the number thought of be 6; the triple of

. which

is 18, and if unity be added it makes

105

the triple of this last number is 57, and if 6 be added it makes 63, from which if 3’ be subtracted
the rema‘ader will be 60: now if the cipher on the

148
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right be cut off, the remaining figure 6 will be the
numb

er required.

ee

a

» REMARK.
;

If 1 were. subtracted from the number thought
of, the Yemainder doubled, and the number thought
of again. added, it would be necessary, after the
-

_ person had told the result, which would always terminate with 7, to add

3 instead of subtracting it,

as in the above operation; and the sum would then

be the decuple of the number thought of.
erg

PROBLEM II.

To tell two or more numbers

thought of.

which ஏ person has

doe
Wuen each of the numbers thought of does not
exceed g, they may be easily found in the following
Manner.

Having made the person add 1 to the double of. '
the first number thought of, desire him to multiply

the whole by, 5, and to add to, the product’ the
second number. If there be a third, make him
double this first sum, and add 1 to it; after which
desire him to multiply the new sum. by 5, and to
_ add to it the third number. If there be a fourth,
' you must proceed in the same manner, desiring
him

to double

the preceding

sum;

to add

to it

unity ; to multiply by §, and then to add the fourth

number, and soon. |
;
heals
இட்ட
Then ask the number arising from the addition

“Compiti’rrons.°

of the tast.

நீத்த:

ர்ச். thought’ ‘of, and” ap “there were

two numbers, subtract 5 from it; if three, 5 sw

four, 555, and so on; for the remainder will be
composed ‘of figures of which the first on the left
will be the first number thought of, the next the second, and so of the rest.
©
“Suppose the numbers thought of to be 3, 4, 6:
_ by adding 1 to 6, the double of the first, we have
7, which: being multiplied by 5, gives 35; if 4, the ©
second number thought of, be then added, we shall
vhave 39, which doubled gives 78, and if we add 1,

and multiply 79, the sum, by 5, the result will be
- 395. In the last place, if we add 6, the third
number

thought of, the sum will be 4o1; and if

55 be deducted from it, we shall have for remainder

346; the figures of wach 3; 4, 6, indicate in order
the three mumbers thought of.

One method we shall here omit, as we shall have

occasion to employ it in another amusement of the

same kind, called the game of the ring.
1.

“If one or more of the numbers thought of are
greater than 9, two cases must be distinguished
: ist.
that where the number of the numbers thought of

is odd.
2d. That where it is even,
In the first case, desire the person to tell the sums
of the first and the second; of the second and the

third; of the third and the fourth; &c, as far as

the ase, and then the sum of the fart and the last.
Having written down these sums in order, add

together all those the places of which are odd, as
the first, the third, the fifth, &c;

sum of all those a

places of

make

anothe?

hich are even, as the

-

நீத்த

“

pivination ake.

second, the fourth, the sixth, &¢; subtract:
this
- sum fromthe former, and the remainder will be the _
* double of the first number,
8
4

Let us suppose, for example, that the 5 following

- mumbers

are thought

which, when

of, viz: 3, 7,13,

added two

- 10,20, 30, 37,.23:

17, 205

and two, as above, give

the sum

of the first and

third ‘and fifth, is 63; and that of the second—
and fourth is 57: if 57 be subtracted from 6 3; the
remainder 6 will be the double of the first number

3. Now

sums,

if 3 be taken from to, the first of the

the remainder 7 ‘will be the second number;

and, by proceeding in the same manner, we may

find all the rest. —

In the second
mumber

of the numbers

and write down as
the second ; that
on as before; but
and the last, take
' then’ add together
“ places,

்

oe

case, that is to say, when
thought

of is even;

the
ask,

above, the sum of the first and
of the second and-third; and so
imstead of the sum of the first
that of the second and the-last;
those- which ‘stand in the even

and form them

into anew

sum apart;

add

also those in the odd places, the first excepted, and
‘ subtract this sum from the former: the remainder
will be the double of the second number; and if _
- the second number thus found be subtracted from the
sum of the first. and second, the remainder will be

the first pumaber 5 af if be taken from that of the
second and third, it will give thé third; and so of
the rest.

Let the numbers

;

o

thought of be, for-example,

ட்

3s 7o 135 172 the sums formed as above are 16,
20, 30, 24; the sum of the second and fourth is —

“44, from which if 30 the third sum
the remainder will be

14,

the

be subtracted,

double of 7 the

“JAG

———«.sBIVINATION AND

even, number, ‘such as 8, must be’ assigned to the :
gold, and a value represented by an odd number,

such as 3, must be assigned to the silver: after

which the operation is exactly the same as in the
preceding example’

ல்:

| REMARKS.

8

3

al t
fice
better, it will be sufficient
to ask whether the sum of the two products can be
7

halved without a remainder; for, in that case, the

total will be even, and im the contrary case odd.

11. It may be readily seen that the pieces, instead
of being in the two hands of the same person, may _

--be supposed to’be in the hands of two persons,’

|

one of whom has the even number, or piece of gold,

and the other the odd number, or piece’of silver.
‘The same operations may thei be performed in re- gard to these two persons as are performed in regard
to the two hands of the same person, calling the one

privately the right, and the other the left.
PROBLEM

Vv.

the Came ரீ the Ring.
THis game is nothing else than an application of —
one*of the methods employed to tell several numbers

thought of, and should be performed in a company —

not exceeding ‘g, in order that it may be less complex. Desire any one of thé company to takearing, »
and to put it on any joint of whatever finger he may |
think proper. ‘The question then is to tell what.
"person has the ring, and on what hand, what finger,
and what joint.

COMBINATIONS»

000

_ For this purpose, call the first persop 1, the second

2, the third 3, and so on; also call the right hand 1,

and the left 2: the first finger of the hand, that is

- to say the thumb, must be denoted by 1, the second ,
by 2, and so on to the little finger; and ‘the first
joint of each finger, or that mext the extremity, must
be called 1, the second 2, and the third 3.

_ Let us now suppose that the fifth person has taken,

‘ the ring,

and put it on the first joint of the fourth.

_ finger of his left hand. To resolve the problem,
nothing is necessary but to discover these numbers 5,
- 2, 45 1, Which may be done in the following manner.

Desire. some one to double the
which will give 10, and to subtract
_ him to multiply9, the remainder,
give 45; to this product bid him
_

first number 5,
1 from it; desire
by 5, which will .
add the second

number 2, which will make 47, and then 5 which
will make 52: desire him to double this number,
and the result will be 104, and to’subtract 1,iwhich

will leave 103. Desire him to multiply this remainder by 5, which will give 515, and to add to
the product the third number 4, or that expressing

the finger, which will give 519: then bid him add

_ 5, which will make 524, and from 1048, the double
of this sum, let him subtract’1, which will leave

1047: then desire him to multiply this remainder
by 5, which will give 5235, and to add to, this

product 1, the fourth number,

or that exptessing

‘the joint, which will make 5236; in the last place
bid him again add 5, and the sum will be. 5241, the

figures

of which will indicate, in order, the person

who has the ring, and the hand, finger, and joint,
ட்
;
on which it was put.

It is evident, that all these operations amount, in

reality, to nothing else than multiplying by to, the

_

‘number
which expresses, the: person; then adding —
that which expresses the hand; multiplying again
by 10, and so on*. But as this artifice is too easily

'. detected, it might be better to employ the method

taught in Prob. Il. No. 1, to discover any number

of numbers thought of at pleasure;

for, on account

of the number which must be subtracted, the ope-

ration will be moré difficultto be comprehended.

_

~ ‘The problem might be proposed in the following —
7
manner, and be resolved by the same process.
_ .. Three of more persons having each selected a card,
‘the number of the spots of which does not exceed 9, to
ms
iell the number, of the spots of each.
Desire the first person to.add i to double the

_ number of the spot8 of his card; to multiply the sum

by 5; and to add to the product the spots of the card
of the second person: then desire him to double
that sum; to-add unity to it, to multiply the whole
by 5, and to add to’ this product the spots of the card
the third person: by subtracting from the last
of
result 55, if the number of the persons be 3; 555, if
%* For the satisfaction and information of the reader, we shall here
He
a
give the following demonstration.

Let the four numbers to be guessed be w, 9, %, #2 according to the
above method, we mmust double v, which will give 245 if 1 be then
subtracted we shall have 24—1, and multiplying by 5, the result
will

be rov——g.

Ff y, the

second

number, be added, we shall have

being °
4o7—5-y, and 5 added to this sum will make tor 4-7, which
doubled: will give 204% ie if 1 be subtracted, there will remain
this
zou +-2y— 1, which multiplied by 5 will give 1007 1oy——5 to
be
product if the third number =, and 5 be added, the sum will

z002-+ roy-}x3 and if unity be taken from the double of this sum, the

s, we shall
result will be 2007 -+-20y-+-22— 13 if we@then multiply by
adding 5 and the
have for product 10007 -+ rooy -F 10% —5 5 and by
rox’ 2௨ If #,
last number, v, the sum will be 10007 -- rooy es
be
numbers, below

10, as

5,2, 4,

x, the sum will

3) ஆ ௭ represent
6, 5, 4, the sum
If the numbers were “9,
K000-+-200--40-FE OF 5241.
of the.
for the same reason, would be 9654; which is a demonstration

process above indicated.

ra

rage
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it be 43 5555,1f it be 5, the figures which compose’

the remainder will indicate, in order, the spots of the™

்
i
cards selected by each person. ©
This process may be demonstrated with as much .
_ ease as the former; let the numbers
to be guessed, »
less than 10, be x, y, z- we confine ourselves to
three, for the sake of brevity. If 1 be added to the
double of the first nuniber, we shall ‘have 2 «++

1;

and multiplying by 5, the product will be 10x ++ 55

if the second

number y be added, the sum will’ be

10 x + 5+ y, and 1 added to the double will make
20" + 10 +.2 ¥ 4+ 1, which multiplied by 5 gives

roo * ++ 50 ++ 10y + §; if we then add the third
number z, we shall have too
x + 50 + Ioy + §
- = g or idox
ரகர + z+ 55: if ¥, y, = are,
for example, 5, 6, 7, this expression will be 567 +

5s,or 612. From this last sum therefore, if we

deduct 55, the remainder will be 567, which indi- cates in order the three numbers tobe guessed. —
' For the sake of brevity, we shall not give any
other example, as the reader may recur to that

before given in Prob. II.

PROBLEM Vie
To guess the number of spotson any card, which a
“person has drawn from a whole pack.

Take.a whole pack, consisting of 52 cards, and

desire some person in company to draw out any one

at pleasure, without ,shewing it,

Having assigned-

to the different ‘cards their usual value, according
to their spots, call the knave 11, the queen 12, and

the king 13.

Then add the spats of the first . card

ல
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to those of the second; the last sum to the spots of —
‘the third, and so on, always rejecting
13, and keep- _
ing the remainder to add to the following card. 16.
€

may be readily seen that it is needless to reckon the |

‘Kings, which are counted 13. If any spots remain
‘at the last card, subtract them from 13, and the ©
remainder will indicate the spots of the card that
has been drawn:

a knave;

if the remainder be 11, it has been

if 12 it has been a queen, but if nothing

remains, it has beena king. The colour of the

king may be known by examining which one among
the cards

is wanting.

ட

்

:

If you are desirous of employing only 32 cards,

the number’ used

at present for piquet, when the’

cards are added as above directed, reject all the tens;
then add4 to the spots of the last card, and a sum

“will be obtained, which taken from ‘1o, if it be less,

or from 20 if it exceeds 10, the remainder will be
the

number

of the card

that has been drawn;

so

thatif 2 remains, it has been a knave, if 3 a queen,

:
if 4 a king, and soஉ on,்
must be paid
attention
e,
If the pack be incomplet
of the
to those deficient, in order that the number

spots of ‘all the cards wanting may be added to the
fast sum, after as many tens as possible have been |
subtracted from it; and the sum arising from this
addition,
according
dent that
-which has

must, as before, be taken from 10 or 20
as it is greater or less than ro.. It IS €VIby again looking at the cards, the one
been drawn may be discovered.

The demonstration

of

this

rule

is

as

follows:

since, in a complete pack of cards, there are 13 of
each suit, the values of which are 1, 2, 3, &c, to 13,
the sum of all the spots of each suit, calling the knave

.

ச

5

“ராகா...

நதர

ப

‘rx, the queen 12, and 6 பண்ட? 12, 15 கண்ணை

25

13, oF 91, which is a multiple of 13; consequently
the quadruple of this sum is a multiple of 13 also:

if the spots then of all the cards be added together,
always rejecting 13,:we must at last find the reniainder equal to nothing. It is therefore evident that if
a card, the spots of which are less than 13, has been

drawn from the pack, the difference between these
spots and 13; will be what is wanting to complete
that number: if at the end then, instead of reaching 13, we reach only 10, for example, it is evident.
that the card wanting is a three; and if we reach
13, it is also evident that the card wanting is one of —
__ those equivalent
to 13, or a king.
|
ம்
த
~ If two cards have been drawn from the pack, we
may tell, in-like manner, the number of spots which.

they contain both together: that is, how much is °
wanting to reach 13, or that deficiency increased by
13; and to know which two, nothing is necéssary
but to count privately how many times 13 has been

completed, for with the whole of the cards it ought

to be counted 28 times: if it be counted therefore

only 27 times, with a remainder, as 7 for: example,
the spots of the two cards drawn amount together
to 6: if 13 be counted only 26 times, with the same

- remainder, it may be concluded that the two cards

form together 13 + 6, or 19,
_ The demonstration of the rule given when the
same number of cards is used, as that employed for

of piquet, viz 32, calling the ace 1, the
the game

knave 2, the queen 3, the king 4, and assigning to
the other cards the value of their spots, is attended

with as little difficulty; for.in each suit there are 44

spots, making all together 176, which, as well as 4.4,

is a multiple of 11, we may therefore always count

138
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-f© II, fejecting, 11, and

the number ‘wanting to

reach 11, will be the value of the card which has
ன பத
பம
க
| Be
்

_
But the same number 176, if 4 were added to it,
. would be a multiple of 10 or of 20; and hence a —

demonstration also of the method which has been

் taught.
:

bie

PROBLEM VII.

a

A person having an equal number of counters, or pieces
of money, in each hand, to find how many he has
altogether.
oo.
ee ese!
Desire the person to convey any number, as 4,
for example, from the one hand to the other, and
‘then ask him how many times the less number is
contained “in the greater. Let us suppose that he
says the one is triple of the other; in this case multiply 4, the number of the counters conveyed from
one hand into the other, by 3, and add to the product,

the

same

number

4,

which

will

make

16.

~

In the last place, from the number 3 subtract unity,
and if 16 be divided by 2, the remainder, the quotient 8 will be the number

contained in each hand,

and consequently the whole number is 16.”
Let us now suppose that when 4 counters are-con-

veyed from one hand to the other, the less number
is contained in the greater 22 times: in this case we

must, as before, multiply 4 by 24, which will give
94; to which if 4 be added, we'shall have 13%, or
42; if unity be then taken frém 24, the remainder »
will be 12, or 4, by which if +2 be divided, the quotient; 10, will be the number of counters in eacli
_hand, as may be easily proved on trial,

_

ee

par
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Several cards being shown. to @L perso, to ell that
rns
which he has thought of.
:
Havre taken any aa ன of cards at pleasure,
from. aiwhole pack, display them in order on the

table, that the person may choose one.

‘When this

is done, place them carefully one above the other,
beginning with the lower one, and desire the person
_ to remember the number expressing the order of the
card he thought of, viz 1, 4f he thought of the first,
2 if of the second, and so on; but, at the sameé-time,
count privately the number of ‘cards shewn to the
person, which we shall suppose to be 12, and separate them dexterously.from the remainder of the
pack.
Then place these cards on-the remainder of

the pack in an inverted position, beginning with that

first displayed on the table, and ending with that
which was last. Having then asked the number of

. the card thought of, which we ‘shall suppose to be
the fourth, lay your cards on the table with their
faces uppermost, one after the other, beginning with
~ that at the top, to.which you must.assign 4, the num-

ber of the card thought of, calling the next card
which follows, or the second, 5, the third 6, and so
~pn, until you come to 12, the number of the

cards

you at first assumed; for the card on. which: that
number falls will be the card hes of,
is

PROBLEM

IX,

Several cards being presented, in succession, to several

~
—

154
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persons, that they may each choose one at please a
guess that which each has thought of.

\

>

SHEW as many cards to each personas there are

_ persons to chooses

that is to say 3'to each if there

"ate 3 persons.. When the first has thought of one,

-

lay aside the three cards in which he has made his °
choice. Present the same number to the second

person, to think of one, and lay aside the three cards
in the like manner.

Having done the same in regard

to the third person, spread out the three first cards

with their faces upwards, and place above them the

next three cards, and above these the last three, that
all the cards may thus be disposed in three heaps,

Then ask each per- :

_ each consisting of three cards.

‘son in which heap the card is which he thought of,
and when this is known it will be easy to tell these

cards, for that of the first person will be the first in
the heap:to. which it belongs; that of the second will

-be the second of the next heap, and that of the third

Ae

willbe the third of the last heap. —
PROBLEM

X,.

ey

ட

Three cards being presented to three persons, to guess that
which each has chosen.
As it is necessary that the cards presented to the
three persons should be distinguished, we shall call”
the first A, the second B, and the third C; but the
three persons may be at liberty to choose any of them

at pleasure. This choice, which is susceptible of
six different varieties, having been made, give to the
first person 12 counters,

to the second 24, and to

the third 36: @hen desire the first person to add tos
4
க

.-
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gethef the half of the counters of the person who has

® chosen the card A, the third of those of the person
who has chosen B, and the fourth part of those of |
_ the person

who

has chosen C;

and

ask

the sum,

which must be either 23 or 245 25 or 273” 28 or

_ 29, as in the following table:
First,
12
A

Second |
24°!
ம

ee
B

Cus

Third
36
ய்

Cc
A

ம
Cc

Cc
B

A
A

A

2B
mateo

=~

B

்

—

்

Sums
23
24
25

a7

28
29

This table shews, that if the sum be 25, for example, the first person must have chosen the card B,
the second the card A, and the third the card C;-.
and that if it be 28, the first person must have chosen

_the card B, the second the card C, and the third the
card A;

and so of the rest,
PROBLEM

XI.

A person having drawn, from a complete pack of fifty-two
cards,

one,

two, three, four, br more cards, to guess

the whole number of the spots which they contain.

AssuME any number whatever, such as 15, for
example, greater than the number of the spots of .
the highest card, counting the knave 11, the queen |
12, and the king 13, and desire the person to add

as many cards from the pack, to the first card he
has chosen, as will make up 15, counting the spots

of that card; let him do the same thing in regard to

156
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second, the third, the fourth, &e; 5 ane. oe desire.

him to tell how many cards remain in the pack.— —
When

_~

this is done, proceed as follows:

Multiply the above number 15, or any other that
may have been assumed, by the’ number of cards
drawn from the pack, which ‘we shall here suppose

to be 3; to the product, 453 add the number of
these cards, which will give 483 subtract the 48
’ from 52, and take the remainder 4 from the cards .

left-in- the pack: the

7

will ‘be the’ number

of
்

spots required.-

Let us suppose,

for aus

that the person has

drawn from the pack a 7, a 10, and a knave, which
is equal to 11: to make up the number 15 witha’ 7.

eight cards will be required; to make up

muniber

,

with

the same

a 10, will require five; and With

the knave, which is equal to 11, four will be neces-

The sum-of these fies numbers, with the
sary.
3 cards, makes -20, and consequently 32 cards reaiain in the pack. To find the sum of:the numbers -

அடா. multiply 15 by 3, which will give 45;
- and if the number of the cards drawn from the pack

_ ‘be added, the sum .will be 48, which taken from 52,
leaves 4. If 4 then_be subtracted from 32, the re- .
mainder, 28, will be the sum of the spots contained

:

‘on the three cards drawn fromr the pk

ன proved by trial.

A nother E

Let us apo

as may be

ட்

two cardse cay drawn from the

ட a4 anda king, equal to 133 1f cards be added
to these to make up 15, there will remain in ‘the
pack
ரோப்...

i

15 be ae

by. 2, the a

will be 305 :

©

5
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to which if 2, the number of the cards drawn from
‘the pack,be added, we shall have 32; and if 32 be
taken from 52, the remainder will be 20. In the
last place, if 20 be subtracted from 37, the number
of the catds left in the pack, the remainder, 17, will
of the 2 cards drawn from
be the number of the spots
(ie pack)
ae
ee
4

is

Bel),

. REMARKS.

I. If.4 or 5 cards are drawn from the pack, it may

sometimes happen that a sufficient number will not

- be:left to make’ up the number 15; but even im this
For ex,

‘ease the operation may be still performed.

‘ample, if § cards, the spots contained on’ which are
1, 25 3

45-55 have been

drawn;-

to complete

with

each of these cards the number 15 would require,

together with the 5 cards, at least 65; but as there

are only 52, there are consequently 13 too few.’ He
‘who counts the pack must therefore say that 13 are
- Wanting. =

-

-

:

.

as

On the other hand, he who undertakes to tell the

number of the spots, must multiply rs by 5, which
makes 7's; and to this if 5, the number of the cards,
be added,

it will give 80;

that is to say, 28 more

than 62: if ¥3 then be subtracted from 28, the remainder

15 will be the number

tained on these 5 cards.

of the spots conBL

But if we suppose that the cards left in the pack
ல
are, for example, 22, which would be the case
_ the five cards drawn were the 8, 9, 10, knave=11,
and queen = 12, it would be necessary to add these 22 tothe excess of 5 times 15 ++ 5, OVEr 53; that

is to say to 28, and we should have 50 for the spots
ன

.

i

ட

1

2.

மாணவ

வரு...

"of these 5 cards, which is indeed the exact number
see

Hae

yy

of them.

IL If the pack consists not of 52 cards, but of

40, for example, there

will still be:no

difference —

in the operation : the number of the éards, which
remain of these 40, must be taken from the sum
produced by multiplying the made up number, by .
that of the cards drawn, and adding to the product
the number

. Let

௮

of these cards.

us suppose,

for example,

that the

cards

drawn are 9, 10, 11, that the number to be made.

up is 12, and that the cards left in the pack are 31.
Then 12 X 3 = 36, and 3 added for the 3 cards,
makes 39, which subtracted from 40 leaves 1. If
i then be taken from 31, the remainder 30 will be |

the number of the spots required.
Different

Jl.

numbers

to be made

up with the

“spots of each card chosen might be assumed; but

“the case would still be the same, only that it would

be necessary to add these three numbers to that of
the same number
the cards, instead of multiplying
by the number of cards drdwn, and then adding
the number of the cards. In this there is so little

' difficulty, that an example is not necessary.
The. demonstration

அர,

of this

method,

which

some of our readers perhaps may be desirous of
seeing, is exceedingly

simple, and

is as follows.

Let @ be the number of cards in the pack; c the.
number to be made up by adding cards to the spots

- of each

card

drawn, and

& the cards left in the

"pack; let w, y, % express the spots of the cards,
which we shall here suppose to be 3, and we shall
then
em

have, for the number of the cards drawn,
yte —z + 3; which with the cards
te

left in the’pack 6, must be equal to the whole pack.
ல்.

-

COMBINATIONS,
Then
+2

சட்ட
3¢+3+b—<aor

ம

தூம்
Ole fy
=b—(a—3c~3).

»

3 But x ++ y'-++ x Is the whole number
of the spots;

6 is the number

of cards left in the pack,, and.

@ —~\3 ¢ — 3 is the whole number

*

of cards in the

pack, less the product of the number to be completed by the number of the cards drawn, minus
~ that number.
Therefore, &c,

:
lePRO
e BLEM XIt.
Three things being privately distributed to three persons 5 to guess that which each has Ole

Let the three things be a ring, a shilling, and a
Call the ring A, the shilling E, and the
glove 1; and in your own mind distinguish the perglove.

sons
by

calling them first, second,

and third.

Then

take twenty-four counters, and give one of them
to
_ the first person, two to the second, and three
to the
third.

Place the remaining

18 on the table, and

then retire, that the three persons may distribute

among themselves. the three things proposed, withOut your observing them.
When the distribution
has been made,

desire the person who has the ring

to take from the 18 remaining counters as many as
he has already ; the one who has the shilling to take
‘twice as many.as he has already, and the person
who

has the glove to take four times as many ; ace

cording to the aboye supposition then, the first
person has taken 1, the secorid 4, and the third .
12 consequently 1 counter only remains on the
table. When this is done, you may return, and by

the number left can discover what thing each has

got,

by employing the following words :

-
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Par fer César gadis devint si grand prince

To make use of these words, you must recollect, —
that-in all cases there can remain only 1 counter, or
2, 3, 5, 6, or 7, and never 4: it must be likewise

ebserved that each syllable contains one

of the

vowels, which we have made to represent the three
things proposed, and that the above line must be
considered as consisting only of six words: the first

syllable of each word must also be supposed to represent the first person, and the second syllable the ~
This

second.

re-

if there

comprehended,

being

mains only 1 counter, you must employ the first:
word,

the
_the
the
.' the

two

or rather the

first

syllables, par jer,

first of which, that containing A, shews that
by A 5 and
first person has the ring represented
E, shews that
second syllable, that containing
second person has the shilling, represented by

HE; from’ which you may easily. conclude that the
third person has the glove. If two counters remain,
the first syl-

you must take the second word César,

lable of which, containing E,.will shew, that the
first person has the shilling, répresented by~E,. and
the second syllable, containing A, will mdicate that

‘the second person has the ring, represented by A?
you may then easily conclude’ that the third person

has the glove.

of

number

In general, whatever

counters remain, that word of the verse, which is

- pointed out by the same number, must be employed.
5

‘

f

t

;
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"REMARKS,
Instead of the above French verse, the following

Latin one might be used;

:

eae

7

%
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ர வாதா டத
Salve certa anime semita vita quits.

This problem might be proposed in a manner some.
What different, and might be applied to more than
three persons: those who are desirous of farther
information on the subject,:may consult Bachet in
-the 25th of his Problémes plaisant et delectables.
PROBLEM XIU.
- Several numbers being disposed in a circular form, according to their natural series, to tell that which any
one has thought of“Tue first ten cards of any suit, disposed in a
circular form, as seen in the figure below, may be
employed with great convenience for performing
what is announced in this problem. The ace is here
‘represented by the letter A annexed to 1, and the

ten by the letter K joined to 7௦.
ப
a
;

1A
OK
ட
சட்டத்

ள்

fe

2 A

இட்டு

Eee
F6
பலத்த

ee

ட

ம

Having desired the person, who has thought of a
number or card, to touch also arly other number or .
card, bid him

add

jo the

number

of the

card

touched, the number of the cards employed, which

in this case is 10. Then desire him ‘to count that
sum in an order contrary to that of the natural.

VOL. I,
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numbers, heginning at the card he touched, and
assigning to that card the number of the one which

he thought of ; for by counting in this manner, he
will end at the number or card which he thought

of, and consequently you will easily knew it. Thus, for example, if the person has thought of _ the number 3, marked 0) and has touched 6,
marked

F;

if 10 be added to 6, it will make 16;

if: 16 be then counted*- from F, the number
touched, towards E, D, C, B, A, and so on in the
retrograde order, counting 3,. the number thought
‘of, on F, 40n E, 5 on D, 6 on CG, and so round-

to 16, the number 16 will terminate on C, and
shew that the person thought of 3, which corre.

sponds to @,~ 5

aoe
REMARKS.

I. A greater or less number of cards may be em. ployed at pleasure. If there are rg or 8 cards, 15
or

8 must be added to the number

touched,
_ II. To conceal the artifice better,

of the card

you may invert

the cards, so as to preyent the spots from

" seen,

but you

the cards,
ace, that
touched,
son ought

must remember

8

the natural series o

and the place of the first number, or the
you may know the number of the card
in order to find the one to which the perவ
டர்கி
to count.

* It.is to be observed that the person
aloud, but privately in his own mind, ட்

not count this sum,

must
ம்

~
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PROBLEM

ர்

XIV.’

Two persons agree to take alternately numbers less than

_ @ given number, for example 11, and to add them to-~ .

_ Sether till one of them has reached a certain sum,

such as 1003 by what means can one of them infallibly attain to that number before the other 2

Tue whole artifice of this problem, consists in
immediately making choice of certain numbers,
which we shall here point out. Subtract 11, for

example, from roo, the number to be reached, as
Many times as possible, and the remainders will be
89,

78,

67,

56, 45,

34>, 23,

12, and‘

1, which

must be remembered; for he who by adding his
_ number less than 11, to the sum of the preceding,
shall count one of these numbers before his adver-

sary, will infallibly win, without the other being

able to preyent him.
| These numbers may

be found

:
also, with

்
still

greater ease, by dividing 100 by r1, and adding ரர
continually to 1, the remainder,
125) 235: 345-.80C,

which will give 1,

Let us suppose, for example, that the first per‘son, who knows the game, takes 1 for ‘his number:
it is evident that his-adyersary, as he must count

- less than 11, can at most reach 11 by adding to to
The first will then take 1, which will make 12;
it.
if the second takes 8,, which will make 20, the first
will take 3, which will make 23; and proceeding
in this manner

successively

he will first reach 34,

45> 56, 67, 78, 89. When he attains to the last
number, it will be impossible for the second to pre-

sent him ftom getting first to 100; for whatever
7

:

-

«
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number the second takes, he can attain only to
995
after which the first may say, ““ and 1.-makes 100,”
If the second takes 1 after 89, it will make go;
and
3

his adversary may finish by saying, “and ro
make
LOO.
Taree
ம்
5
Se

yer

oe

ce

it is evident that when two persons are equally
well acquainted with the game, he who begins must
mecessarily win. - ©
But,

if the one

knows

g

the game, and the other

does not, the latter, though first, may not win; for

he ‘will think it highly advantageous to take the ©
greatest number possible, that is to say to; andin ©
that case the other, acquainted with the nicety of
the game,

will take 2 which with to will make 12,

one of the numbers he ought to secure. But he
May even neglect this advantage, and take only 1
to make 11; for the first will probably still take 1௦,
which will make 21, and the second may then take
2, which will make 23; he may then wait a little
longer to get hold of some of the following num-

bers 34, 45, 56, &c.

_ If, the first is desirous to win,

:

the least number

proposed must not be a measure of the greater; for
‘ in that case the first would have no infallible rule to
direct him in his operations. For example, if ro,
which measures 100, were assumed, instead of 11,

by subtracting ro from 100 as many times as pos-

stble, we should have the numbers 10, 20, 30, 40,
50, 60, 70, 80, 90, the first of which, 10, could ,

not be taken by the first; for being obliged to em-

ploy a number less than 10, df the second were 88
well acquainted with the game, he might take the

complement to 10; and would thus-havane infal.

ble rule for winning.

COMBINATIONS. °_
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அழித்

XV.

Sixteen counters being disposed in two rows, to find
that which க has thought ade ்
“oot
‘Tae counters being arranged in two rows, as A

to

and

and B, desire the person to. think of one,

‘

-observe well in which rew it is. A

ஒட

B

CBD

2

5.

oO

Gots

ல

ம

Oe 2 ப
Oo

ha

படா

௦:-ஓ

her

இ:

AO

oo

oo

8

oO

0

0

6

த

அறு தர்

ரம்

on

rr

4

6

ப

5.

oF

on

Oni

௦.

oO

ஓ

௦

ட

௦

6.௦

ஓ

©)

௦

Oo

Oo

*

Let us suppose that the counter thought of, is in
the row A; take up that whole row, in the order

".. in which it stands, and dispose it in two rows C and
D, on the right and left of the row B, but in arranging them, take care that the first of the row A
may be the first of the row C; the second of the
row A, the first of the row D; the third of the row
A,

the second of the row C,

and so on;

again in which of the vertical rows,

1.

counter thought of is.

then ask

GC or D, the

Suppose it to be in C: take

up that row as well as the row D, putting the last
at the end of the first, without deranging the order of
the counters, and, obstrving the rule already given,
form them into two other rows, as seen at E and
F;

then ask, as before,

thought of is.

in which

row the counter

Let us suppose it to be in E; take

a

4
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up fis row, and the row F, as oe
ன. ae
form them into two new rows, on the right ond left

of B. After these operations, the counter thought .
‘of must be the first of one of the: perpendicular.
rows,
and I; if you therefore ask in which row
it is, you may easily point it out ; and as it is here
supposed

that each ‘of the counters has some distin-

‘guishing mark, you may desire them to be mixed
together, and

still be able to tell the one thought

af; by observing the mark.
It may be readily seen that, instead

of counters,

sixteen cards may be employed; and when you
“have discovered, by the above means, the one
thought of, you may cause them to be mixed, which
will better: conceal the ar fice.
REMARK.

If a greater number

of counters or cards, ar-

ranged in two vertical rows, be supposed, the counter

or card thought of will not necessarily be the first
in the row to which it belongs, after the third transposition: if there’ be 32 counters or cards, four
transpositions will be necessary; if there are 64,:
five; and so on, ‘before it can be said, with confi-

dence, that the counter or card thought of occupies
the first place in its row; for if this counter or card —
--were at'the bottom of the perpendicular row A,
supposing 16 counters in each row, or 32 altogether,

it would not arrive at the first place till after four
transpositions : if there were 64, or 32 in each row,
it would require five; and So

: pike by a

ட் as may be easily

ச்
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xvi

od certain number of cards being shewn ‘to a erst

guess that which i has thought of

to

aie perform this trick, the number of the’ cards
must be divisible by 3;' and to do/it with’ more.
convenience, the number must be odd.

The first condition, at least, being supposed, de.
sire the person to think of a card; then place the
cards on the table with their faces downward; and,
_ taking

them

up in

order,

atrange

them

in theca’

heaps, with their faces upward, and in such a man-’

ner, that the first card of the packet shall be the
first of the first heap; the second the first of the
second, and the third the first of the third; the
fourth, the second of the first, and soon.
When
the | heaps are completed, ask the person in which

heap is the card thought of, and when told, place

that containing | the card thought of in the middle;
then turning up the packet, form three heaps, as
before, and again ‘ask in which is the card thought

of.

Place the. heap containing the card thought of

still in the middle, and, having formed three new
heaps, ask which of cee contains the card thought
of.
When this is known, place it as before bes

‘tween the other two; ; and again form three heaps,
asking the same question.

‘Then take up the heaps

thought

and placing

for the last time; put that containing. the card
of in the middle,

the packet

on the table, with the faces of the cards downward,
turn up the cards till you count half the number of
those contained in the packet ; ; 12 for example if

there be 24, in which case the 12th card will be the
one the person thought of.

168
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_ If the-number of the cards be, at the same time,

_ odd, and divisible by

3, as

15, 21, 27, &c, the

trick will become much easier ; for the card thought
_ of will always be that in the middle of the
heap in
which it is found the third time; so that it may be

easily distinguished without counting’ the -cards;

“nothing will be necessary for this purpose, but to
remember, while you are forming the heaps the third - time, the card which is tht middle one of each. Let
us suppose, for example, that the middle card of
the first heap is the ace of hearts; that of the second
the king of hearts, and that of the third the nave

“of spades; it is evident, if you are told that the
heap containing the required card is the third, that
this card must be the knave of spades. You may

therefore cause the cards to be shuffled, without
touching them any more,-and then, looking them
ever for the sake of form, may name the knave of
spades when it occurs.
:
த்ரி
“PROBLEM

XVII.

_ Fifteen Christians and fifteen Turks being at sea in the
same vessel, a dreadful storm came on, which obliged
them to throw all their merchandise overboard ; this

however not being sufficient to lighten the ship, the
captain informed them that there was no possibility of
its being saved, unless half the passengers were
. thrown overboard also. Having therefore caused them
» all to arrange themselves in a row, by counting from
9 70.9, and throwing every ninth person into the sea,

beginning again at the first of the row when it had.

_ been counted to the end, it ‘was found that after fifteen:
~. persons had been thrown overboard, the fifteen Christians remained. How did the captain arrange these
thirty persons so as to save the Christians.
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with a cross; continue in this manner, taking cate

to pass over those already crossed, still proceeding

- eircularly, till the required number of places has

been marked; if you then count the places of the

-

marked ciphers, those onwhich the lot falls will be

easily krown: in the present case they are the 7th,
the 8th, the roth,’ the izth; the 2ist, the 22d, the
24th, the 34th, the 35th, and the 36th.

A

captain; obliged

to decimate

his company;

might employ this .expedient, to make the lot fall

‘upon those most culpable.
்
:
It is related that Josephus, the historian, .saved
his life by means of this expedient. Having fled
for shelter to a cavern,
Jotapat had been taken
nions resolved to kill
render. Josephus tried

with forty other Jews, after.
by the Romans, his éompaeach other rather than surto dissuade them from their

horrid purpose, but not being able to succeed, he '
pretended

to

coincide

with their

wishes, and re-

taining the authority he had over them.as their chief,

to avoid the disorder which would necessarily be the

consequence of this cruel execution, if they should
kill each other at random, he prevailed on them to
arrange themselves in order, and, beginning to
count from one end fo a certain number, to put to

death the person on whom that humber should fall,

until there remained only one, who should kill him-

self.

Having all agreed to this proposal, Josephus

arranged them in such a manner,

and placed him-

self in such a position, that when the slaughter had

been continued to the end, he remained with only
one more person, whom he perguaded to live.

Such is the story related of Josephus by Hegesippus; but we are far from warranting the truth of
it. However, by applying to this case the method

—

ep.

அனி

Y
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‘above indicated, and supposing- that every third’

‘person was to be killed, twill be found that the
two last places on which ‘the lot fell were the 16th
and 31st; so that Josephus must haye placed himself in one-of these, and the person he’ was desirous
of ‘saving, in the other.

att

Tee

PROBLEM XVIII.

A man has a wolf, a goat, and a cabbag
to carry
e; over

a river ; but being obliged to transport: them one by

one, on account of the smallness of the boat,'in what

manner is this to be done, that the wolf may not be
left with the goat, nor the goat with the cabbage ?
He must first carry over the goat, and then re

turn for the wolf; when he carries over the wolf,
he must take back with him the goat, and leave it,
_in order to carry over the cabbage ; he may then
return,

and carry over the goat.

By these means,

the wolf will never be left with the goat, not the

goat with the
_ present.

cabbage,
:

but

when

the boatman

is
ae

PROBLEM XIX.
Three jealous hushands, with their wives, having ta
cross @ river at a@ ferry, find a boat without a boatman ; but the boat is so small that it can contain no

more than two of them at once.

How can these six

“persons cross the river, two and two, so that none of
the women shall be left in company with any of the
men, unless when her husband is present 2

Tue solution of this problem is contained in the
two following Latin distichs :

ந்த.

AMUSING.
It duplex mulier, vedit una, vebitque manentem,

Tique una ; utuntur tunc duo puppe viri.

|»

Par vadit et redeunt bini, mulierque sororem

Advehit ; ad propriam fine maritus abit, —

That is: “ two women cross first, and one of
- them, rowing back the boat, carries over the third
woman.
One of the three women then returns
with the boat, and remaining, suffers the two men,
whose wives have crossed,
to. go over in the boat.

One

of ‘the men then carries back his wife, and

leaving her on the bank, rows over the third man.
In the last place, the woman who had crossed enters
the boat, and returning twice, carries over the other
two women.”
ens
Z

This question is proposed also under the title of
the three masters and the three valets. The masters

agree very well, and the valets also; but none of

the masters can endure the valets of the other two;
so that if any one of them were left with any of the
other two

valets, in the absence of his master, he

would infallibly cane him. ©
PROBLEM

In

what

eight

manner

ial:

XX.

can counters

be disposed im the

external cells of a squares so that there

may be always 9 i each row, and yet the whole.
-” number shall vary from 20 to 32?
e

Ozanm proposed this problem in the following
manner,

with a view no doubt to excite the curio-

sity of his readers:

.

ணை...

ஏர.

க certain convent consisted of nine calls, one of
_ which in the middle was occupied by a blind abbess,
and the restsby her nuns, The good abbess, to 995;
sure herself that the nuns did not violate thein vows,

visited all the cells, and finding 3 nuns in each,
which made 9g in every row, retired to rest. Four
~ nuns however went out, and the/abbess retur ning at

midnight to count them,’ still found 9 in each row,

and therefore retired as before. The four nuns then
came back ; each with a gallant, and the abbess on
paying them another visit, having again counted 9
persons

in

each

row,

enterfained

no

suspicion of

what:had taken place. But 4 more men were introduced, and the abbess again counting 9 persons in
seach row, retired in the full persuasion that no one
had either gone out, or come in, How was all this
possible :ies

This problem may be ர solved by inspecting
the four following figures; the first of which represents the original disposition of the counters in the
cells of the square; the second that of the same
counters when 4 are taken away; the third the
manner in which they must be disposed when these

4 are brought back with 4 others; and the fourth

that of the

more.

same

counters with the addition of 4

It is here’evident that there are always 9 in ~

each external row; and yet, ; in, the first case, the
’ whole number is 24, while in-the second it is 20,

in the third 28, a in the fourth 32.

ர
a

313131

9

ம்

டாகி
1]

41 உது

ரத்...

est

இரட்ட

எண்ன

வவ

க

121512

ட்ட

a

உ)!

It would seem that Ozanam had not observed
that these variations

might

have

been

carried still

farther: that 4 men more might have been introduced into the convent, without the abbess perceiving it; and that all the: men might have afterwards |
gone out with six nuns, so as to leave only 18, instead of the 24 who were in the cells at first.

The

possibility of this will appear by inspecting the two.
;
following figures,

org Val

க்கு

(61

கெ

ரல.

ee
வ்

யு

-Itis almost needless to explain in what manner the
_ illusion of the good abbess arose. It is because the
numbers in the angular cells of the square were
counted twice; these cells being common to two
tows.
‘The more therefore the angular cells are
filled, by emptying those in the middle of each band,

these double enumerations become greater; on which

account the number, though diminished, appears .
_always
to be the same; and the contrary is the case
in proportion as the middle cells are filled, by emptying the angular ones, which renders it necessary

to add some units to have 9,in each band,
PROBLEM

-

XXI,

A gentleman has a bottle, containing’ pints, of choice

of one half of it to
wine, and wishes to make a present

ட்
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a friend; but as he has nothing to measure it, except

two other bottles, one capable of containing 5 and the
.

other

3

pints,

how

must

he

manage,

so

as

to put

exactly 4: pints into the bottle capable of containing 52

_ To enable us to resolve this problem,
we shall call

_ the bottle containing the 8 pints, A; that of 5 pints,
-B; and that of 3 pints,C; supposing that there are
8 pints of wine in the bottle A, and that the other
two are empty, as seenat). Having.
8 5 3
filled the bottle B with wine from the
“A BE
bottle A, in which there willremain D8
0 0

no more than 3 pints, as seen at FE, fill

the bottle C from B, and consequently there- will remain only 2
pints in the latter, as seen at F:then
pour the wineof Cinto A, which will
thus

contain

6 pints, as seen at G,

E

Fes

F
G
H
I

ல

3
6
6
1

2
2
0
5

ன
0
2
2

K

1

4

3

and pour the 2 pints of B into C, as seen at H. In

_ the last place, having filled the bottle B from the bot-

tle A, in which there will remain only r pint, as seen

at I, fill up C from B, in which there will remain.

4 pints, as seen at K; and thus the problem is solved,
REMARK.

If you are desirous of making the four pints of
wine remain in the bottle A, which we have supposed

to be filled with 8 pints, instead of remaining in the
kg
௦௦௨௦௫

0:

oP

0 oO

E
F

wo

which will consequently contain 3
pints, as seen at E: having then filled

SEE

pun

- bottle B, fill the bottle C with wine
' from the bottle A; in which there will
remain only 5 pints, as seen at D; and pour the 3 pints of C into B, D

ne

AMUSING

்
2

Cc fora: Ag inநர்ஸ் there will remain ° io

tain only 2 pint, as seen at.G..'

In

K

eae

ho more than
pints,.asseen atF; Hy |
fill up B from C, which willthuscon- 1 7

உட

ae.

-g 09. 3

- the last place, having poured the-wine of the bottle
B into the bottle A, which will thus have 7 pints, as
- seen at H; pour the pint of wine which is in Cinto B,
consequently the latter will ¢ontain 1 pint, as seen at

I; and then fill up C from A, in which there will re.
‘main“only 4 pints, as was proposed, and as seén at K.
5 / PROBLEM

X XI.

A genileinan has @ bottle, containing

_

be
ip pins

of wine,

six of which he is desirous of giving to a friend; but
@ he has nothing to measure it, except two other bot-

" tles, one of 7 pints, and tha ம்
of 5; how must he
manage, to have the 6 pints in ihe batile capable of cons
taining 7 Hea 2
x

1
K.
L-

be full, as seen at K: in the next

M

O Hn

at I; having filled F from T, the'latter
wilt contain only 2 pints, the bottle S
will contaih 5, and the bottle F will

bottle S will contain 5 pints, as seen H

ON

x

OWN

G

-WIhh

pour into § the wine contained in த்.
‘which will remain empty, “and the

oo MY

பந்த
ணம் is of the same nature as the preced‘ing, and may be solved in the like manner, Let T
represent the twelve-pint, § the seven-pint, and F the _
five-pint bottle. The bottle Tis full, and the other
. two, S and F, are empty, as seen at G. Hill the.
bottle F with wine from T, so that T shall contain
‘only 7 pints, as seen at H; thea
12

Veal

TA DeT
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- “This problem is indeterminate, ‘and susceptible of |
ten, different solutions. . It is, in the

first place,

necessary that the difference of the prices of the first
_ and the second sale shall be an exact divisor of 15,
~ 20, 5, the differences of the three numbers given’;

but the
and for
7 and 2,
If we

least divisor of these three numbers is 5,
this reason the prices must be 6 and 1, or
or 8 and 3, &c.
suppose the two prices to be 6 and 1, we

shall have seven different solutions, as seen in the
following table ;

ve

‘Women

eats
iad:
pnatieden

2d: sale

total amount

4eggsat 6d.
தணட
க் ப
So0x

G6Gatid.
30
இதி
od. beso
30
52 ப றவ்டகு

பம்

ag

Bhai

Be

Il < 2d.

2

23

35

pee

e

Ist.

6

iil ப
wee ede

ப

__- rst. sale

IV ya

18...

3d...
Ist.

Vv jet
்
304
(06%
VI J

டப

= See

iste 3

+

ததக

vit}

a

5
2

7

29

35

4

4௦

22
28

40
மத

3

45

4

21

3

27

8

Sas
4
9
இ.

oP

20
26

19

45

oi

I

ox

as
5௦.

5௦
5௦
55
55

13

25

55

2918

te.

6௦

SG

24

7

18

6௦

60

11

396
i

AMUSING:

a

we suppose the two prices

to De. 7 and 2, we shall

have also the three following solutions:
Women

xst. sale

. ad. sale

ist). 3 eposiatyd, *

d sat. Ge
0502.
ist.

ete,

00
9

Il ப

ae
ர

pate

3

உட தத.

டா
ர
11 ம
3d.

<2. at 2d.

“10
4
2

:

se

total amount

60

62
6௦
62

29.

«65

6
தா:
28.

78
7௦
72°

-

It would be needless to try 8 and 3, or any other
number, as no solution could be obtained from them,
for reasons which will be seen hereafter.

REMARKS.
‘We are told by M.-de Lagny, in the second part
of his Arithmetique

Universelle, p. 456, that this

question is susceptible of no more than six solutions;

but the author is mistaken, for we have here pointed

out ten.

As it may afford pleasure to those who

are studying algebra,

to be made acquainted with

the method employed for obtaining them, we think,
்
ல்க.
it our duty here to give it.
sold
women
the
which
at
price
the
call
‘We. shall

the first time uw; and that at which they sold the

ek
4
eo
second time p.
the
by
sold
eggs
the
of
number
the
~ Jf x then be
“first woman, at the price w, the number “of those
sold at the price p, will be 1o—w; the money
arising from the first sale will be 2 wv, that of the -

:
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second will be 107 — px, and the sum total will be
LU + 1OP—

pt. -

If x be the

- sold by the second woman,

number of eggs

at the first sale; we

shall have uw z for the money arising from the first

_ sale, and

25—p 2 for that-arising from the se-

cond, making togethersu + 25p—pz

"°

.

In like manner, if y represent the number of eggs
sold, the first time, by the third woman, we shall
have wy for the money arising from the first sale,
30p — py for that of the second,

of the two.sales wy + 30p —py-

and for the total

But,

by the

supposition, these three sums are equal; consequently vu + top—pxer=zu+ தறற...
“uy + 30p —py, from which we obtain the three:

following new equations :
Vath

ap

Vi

a

SU
= pe

Asp

சை
Proauy—py+
2U—p2z=uy—py
+

And, dividing the
three others, viz,

வட் Z = ps we have these

gs
௮. ©

+

pe

7

;

20p
5p

fe

I5?P

படத

2௦2

ம்

SP
Oe

மற.

‘

from which it may be concluded, that w — p must
உ

~

be a divisor of 15, 20, and
ro ச் ் ட

ea

I

5, otherwise ப் sali

ee

would not be integral numbers, which

it is mecessary they should be.

But the only num-

ber which is a divisor of 15, 20, and 5 is 5, which
shews that the prices of the two sales could be only
5 and o, 6 and 1, 7 and 2, 5 and 3, &c.

It may be easily seen, that the supposition of 5

—

ATP
ப்ப

to

aus

p02

and soon, doubling the last weight, and deducting5 :
from that double

unity.

But by employing weights in the triple progres-d
ட
slot, I; 3. 9. 272 82> all weights from 1 poun
fo 121, can be weighed

with them: for, with the

_ second less the first, that is to say putting the first

we can
' §nto one scale and the second into the other,

_ make 2 pounds; by putting both in the same scale,
we can form 4 pounds; by putting g on the one
. side and 3 and 1 on the other, 5 pounds; by 9 on
9
the-one side and 3 on the other, 6 pounds; by

and 1 on the one side and 3 on the other, 7 pounds;
ay
:
and so. on.

It is here evident that this last method is the sim-

er of
plest, being that which requires the least numb

a
&
different weights. —
eous
ntag
adva
more
are
_~ Both these progressions
r on
than any of the arithmetical ones, as will appea
1,
ts,
weigh
al
metic
trial; for if the increasing arith
95°34,

1 5 would be neces-

bc, were employed,

121 with
sary to weigh 120 pounds; to weigh
3, 5> Ts
1,
n
weights in the increasing progressio progression
other
- &e, 21 would be required. No
from 1
would make up all the weights possible, whole of
the
pound to the greatest resulting from
the weights...

the
The triple proportion therefore is

eevee

~ most convenient of -all.

be of the
The solution of this problem may
ary conordin
the
greatest utility in commerce, and s of weighing cerns of life, a8 it affords the mean
number

possible
_ any weight whatever with the least
்
of different weights.
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| PROBLEM

05

2Ve

A country woman carrying eggs to a garrison,
_ “where she had three guards to pass, sold at the
__ first half the number she had and half an egg
more ; at

the second, the half of what remained

and half an egg more; and at the third, the half
of the remainder and half an egg more: when

~

‘she arriwea at the market place, she had three

dozen still to sell: how was this possible, without
breaking any of the eggs ?
Ir would appear, on the first view, that this problemis impossible ; for how can half an-egg be sold

—

without breaking’ any? The possibility of it how- ‘ever will be evident when it is considered, that by
taking the greater half of an odd number,

we take

the exact half +- +. It will be found therefore that
the woman, before she passed the last guard, had

73 eggs remaining, for by selling 37 of them at

that guard, which is the half + 3, she would have
36 remaining. — In like manner, before she came to

the second: guard she had 1473; and before she
came to the first, 295.

aes

?

This problem might be proposed also in a differட

Behe;

ent manner as follows :

A gentleman went out, with a certain number of
er
guineas, in order to-purchase necessaries at diff
ent

shops.

At

the first

he

expended

half his

guineas and half a guinea more ; at the second,
half the remainder dnd half a guineamore ; and

so at the third: When he returned he found that
he had laid out all his money, without having

received any change.
ன

How was this possible? .

-
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PS, 05 10, TL; 13, 145, 85540," | 19
12.

10, 20, 20,

‘an

arithmetical

...

95

22,235

26,27, 28,29: asthese, when | 7 | §
arranged in the | cells of அ (ரு பவா.
5;
square, மாவு ம்ம் பெடல் |
ma-

may be arfanged

they

19 | 20} 21 | 22 | 23

progression,

25 | 26 | 97 | 28 | 29.

“———gically ; and indeed, accord‘ing to the above rule, they may be formed into the

Bone
annexed magic square.
Yn like manner, and for the [ 99/93;
same

ரர

the numbers

reason,

1

2, 7

49,

Do, 4, 8) 13,18, 233
-

14,

19,

243

5, 10,

ர,

tae

16) 19

4.

02, 17,

:

17.

1/9

laalies os

| a1

.......

15, 20,°25>

may be arranged magically by | 11) 14) 22) 25) 3°
1
the same process, as in the an- இ
0

nexed figure, and give a 801876 :

of 25. Of the variations of the same ‘square we

°

' shall speak hereafter.
~ We

of

have likewise the rule

Moscopulus,

Greek
Bachet,

author,
who

9

201

16]

2 | 13/24)

1

12 93

a modern

and

that

invented

of
one,

|

2
though unacquainted with any
of the above. . With these we | *? ie ey
3 \aa)o5|
shall make the reader ac-

10

;
ee
6417

quainted also.

Moscopulus places unity immediately below the.
central cell; then sets the following numbers,
descending from left to right, and when a number
oes without the square, he carries it to the highest
cell of the vertical band to which it belongs ; he then

continues descending obliquely from left to right,

SQUARES:

17

=

2

ஆம் மற்றே a number goes be- {i p2e] 7 |20] 9
——
ag d the square on the right, = |——|—
பர.
[471 5) 153/21)

he carries it to the most. distant cell on the left, from

which. he continues. according

ரு பால்ல

ப

(0119௦7

பர்க்.

Bae PGi

. with a cell already filled up, [:

-

he carries his figure two cells

below that last written;
end

the

of the diagonal,

16
9

eee

1412
215

Sh

ட்ட

and when he arrives at

he carries the following

number as high as possible in the same vertical ~

In the last place, when a number, which
band.
ought to be carried two cells lower than the one lastplaced, goes beyond the square, he carries it to the

top of the same band. This description of his method, together with an example, will be sufficient to

give a proper idea of it; but it is somewhat more
complex than the Indian method.
A
Bachet’sruleis
'
. as follows: raise
upon each side of
eo
a} ட்
the given square
cells in the form

of steps,asseenin

the figure; and
then,

beginning

at the highest
~ cell, inscribe all
the numbers of
the progression,

descending

dia-

gonally as seen
from 1 to 5, and
trom 6to 10, &c.

| _
|o1

Ag

Se

he

oe

2
oe
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When this is done, transpose into the cell @, th,

i
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“natural numbers : fill up first the two
; and for that purpose begin to count the
natu
mbers,. in order, 1, 2, 3, 4, &c, on the
cells of the first horizontal band, from left to right;
then proceed ‘to the second
4
1
band, and when you come to’
11
cells belonging to the =~) }7/
‘diagonals,

inscribe the

num-

‘bers counted as you fall upon
them; by which means you
will have the arrangement re-

|_| —

oo

| |10/ 114
ae
ட் ்

presented in the annexed figure.
ee
When the diagonals have been thus filled, to fill
up the cells which remain vacant, begin to count the
same numbers, proceeding from the. angle D in the -eells of the lower band, going

from right to left, and then in the | 1 | 1/14] 4

next above it, and when any cells | 49/6/17 /| 9|
are found empty, fill them up with

i

the numbers that belong to them; | § }10/;11) 5
in this manner you will have the ர வை உட்டு

ர.
—
square 16 filled up magically,-as
‘seen in the annexed figure, and the sum of each

‘band and each diagonal will be 34.
REMARKS.

I. The case is here the same as in regard to the

odd squares: every progression of numbers which,
when arranged in order in a geometrical square, exhibits in

every

direction; horizontally

and

vert- |

cally, an arithmetical progression, wiil be suscep-

tible of being arranged magically inthe same square..

Il. It is not even necessary, in the vertical direc-.

tion, that. the arithmetical

proportion should

be

>

SQUARES.
For this purpose, |;
arrange, in the first
horizontal band in a

227

6
டப.

021௪ ன்
—

:

8:5/4/7/2/51/611.

square of that kind,

[ei lelslalrlalsie

the first eight num-

.

fe

bers of the arithme- | 8/3/4/7/2{5/|6]1
tical

‘in
2

progression, but

|

20

arte

tee

manner, |.”
3”
0௦86 மவ]17802-. | 1/6(51217/41518

tant from the middle

shall form the same

| ®/3|4/7{2|5/}

|

4

sum; viz, that of
உக
௯5 [5 |
the root augmented
igo
ee
Z
by unity, which in this case is 9; the second band.

must be the inverse of the first; the third must be like

the first; the fourth like the second, and so on alter-.
nately, till the half of the square is filled up ; after

which the other half may be formed by merely
reversing

the

first, as may

be

seen

in the above

figure. This will be the first primitive square.
To form the second, fill it up according to the
same principle with the multiples of the root, beginning with o, that isto say, 0, 8, 16, 24, -32,
40, 48, 56; taking care that the extremes shall
always make 56, but instead of arranging these
numbers in a horizontal direction, they must be ar-

ranged vertically, as in the following figure.

அ.

ஆவா

be arranged any how at pleasure, Provided the com. .

plement of each be placed opposite to it in the core
responding cell on the other side.
fag
It is not absolutely necessary that 1, 6, 31, 36
should be placed in the four corners of the square :
if we suppose them tobe filled up, in the same

order, with 2, 7, 30, 35, it would be then neces-.
sary

that

the

four first

102, and their complements

nymbers

46, while the four last make |,

79, and their complements
69: but it is found that the

should

make

|

four first numbers are 36, 31,
27, 8, and the second 34, 32,

9, 4- The first being ar-\ |? |
ranged any how in the four | 4
empty cells-of the first band,

OA

a5

13 [12] 268

334 -

and their complements be- |29| 1 | 6 [10/29] 95
Jow, the second must be ar:
_ ranged in the cells of the first vertical band, and,
their complements each at the extremity of the :
Same horizontal band; by which means we shall
have the new square with a border, as seen above.

If it were required to form a bordered square of
the root 8 ; it would be necessary to reserve for the
interior square of 36 cells, the 36 mean numbers
of the progression; and they might be formed into
a bordered square around the magic square of 16

cells; with the 28 remaining numbers,
we might

then form a border to the square of 36 cells, &c.
Hence it appears, in what manner we might form

@ Magic square, which when successively lessened by

ene, two, or three bands, shall still remain Magic,

SQUARES,
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Of another kind of Magic Square in Compartments.
- Another property, of which most niagic. squares
are susceptible, is, that they are not only magic when

entire, but that when divided into those squares into

which they-can be resolved, these portions of the
original square are themselves magic. A square of
8 cells on a side, for example, formed of four
squares, each having 4 for its'root, being proposed, .
-it ig required that not only the square of 64 shall

be disposéd magically, but each of those of 16, and

that the latter even, however arranged, shall still
=
composea magic square.
even
is
this
and
easy;
is
_ What is here required,
‘the simplest method of all for constructing squares
that are evenly even, as will appear from what follows.
To

construct

a square

of 64, in this manner,

take the first 8 numbers of the natural progression,
. from 1 to 64, and the 8 last, and arrange them

in a square of 16 cells; do the same
magically
thing with the 8 terms which follow, the first 8

‘and the 8 which precede the last 8; and by these
8 following

numbers

6316

இஃ

with their correspond- °
ing ones, and another —
with the 16 means: the

will

be

four

squares of 16 cells, the
numbers in which will
be equal when addedto‘gether, either in bands °

or diagonally; for they
will every where be 130.

dt is therefore evident,

விதத்

result

12.

means you will have a second magic square ; form
‘a similar square of the
4 #9 {55[54|12

Pé|7 }57 £52| 14/15/49
58 சட] உ $161501511 18

—
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that if these squares

be arranged side by side,

in any order whatever, the square resulting from them

will be magic, and the sum in every direction will be

2608

இத

a
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‘To arrange the square of g, in this manner;

di-

' wide the progression, from 1 to 81 inclusively, into
Wile Otters, as 1,780, 19... P55 De Ey Oe oe

க

TO, தா

உ

ec;

ane atranee

cach

of these progressions magically in a square of 9 cells,

smarking the first I, the second Il, &c.

But it will

be observed that in these different squares, the sms

of the bands and those of the diagonals will be
themselves in arithmetical progression; viz, in the
square I the sum will be 111, in the square I it
_ will be 114, and so on. If these g squares bearranged magically,

it may be

readily seen that thé

‘total will still be magical ; but the partial squares

cannot be transposed as in the preceding one of 64.

The square of 15 may be resolved into 25 squares
of g cells. If 25 squares therefore of 9 cells. be
. arranged magically, filling them up with the 25
progressions which may be formed in this manner,
e205,

Sas

Os

22

205522௨202

55

28, 53+... 203; 886) these squares will have:
successively, and in order, for the sums of their
bands and their diagonals, 303, 306, 309, &c, to

the last, which will make 375in each of its bands

and diagonals. By arranging these 2 5 Squares ma_ gically in this manner, calling the first [, the second
i, the third HI, and the last XXV, you will obtain
a magic square; and whatever number of variations
the square of 25 cells may be susceptible of, the

square of 15 will be capable of receiving as many,

being at’ the same time magic, as well as all the

squares of which it is composed.

௫
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5 V.
Of the Variations of Magic Squares.

om

‘The square having 3 for its root is susceptible
pf no variation: whatever method may be employed,
or whatever arrangement may be given to the.

numbers of the progression from r to 9, the same
square will always, arise, except that it will be inverted,

or turned from left to right, whichis not a

variation. But this is not the case with the square
having 4 for its root, or that of 16 cells: this being
susceptible of at least 880 variations, which M.

Frenicle has given in.his Treatise on Magic Squares.
The square of 5 is susceptible of, at least, 57600
different combinations;

for according to the process

of M. de la Hire, the 5
arranged 120 different ways
first primitive square; and
wards arranged in the lower

‘by two

first numbers may. be
in the first band of the
as they may be afterbands, beginning again

different quantities, this will make

240

‘variations, at least, in the primitive square; which
combined with the 240 of the second,

form 57600

variations in the square of 5. But there are doubtless -a great many more, for a bordered square of
gs cannot bé reduced to the method of M. de ‘la
Hire ; but one bordered square of 5, the corners
remaining fixed, as well as the interior square of 3,
may experience 36 variations. .What a number
therefore of other variations must be produced by
changing the interior square and the angles?
A bordered square of 6, when once constructed,
the corners remaining fixed, and the interior square

“being composed

of the same

numbers,

may be

ஸ்...

Sagi

~ yaried 4055040 different ways; for the interior
square may be varied and differently transposed in,
the centre 7040 ways: each of the horizontal bands |
at top and at battom,. the. extremities. remaining
fixed, may be varied 24 ways; for there are four

pairs of numbers susceptible of changing their place,

which may be combined

24 ways

and there are

also four pairs in: the vertical bands between the
corners. ‘The number of the combinations there.
fore, is the product of 7040 by 576, the square

of 24, which gives 4055040 variations. But the
‘corners may be varied, as well as the numbers —
' assumed to form the interior square; and it hence
follows, that the whole number of the variations of
a square of 6, while it still remains bordered, is
equal to several millions of times the former.

The square of 7, by M. de la Hire’s method
alone, maybe varied 406425600 different ways.
_ These variations, however numerous, ought ta

excite no surprise ; for the number of dispositions,
magic or not magic, of 49 numbers, for example,
forms one of 62 figures, of which the preceding

is, as we may say, but’a part infinitely small,

4

Se Vi
Of Geometrical Magic Squares.
ப We

have already observed, inthe beginning of

this chapter,

that numbers

in geometrical

pro-

gression might be arranged in the cells of a square,
and in such’a manner, that the product of these
numbers, in each band, whether vertical or hori-

«. gontal, or diagonal, shall always be the same.

To construct a square of this kind, the same

-) SQUARES.

—

‘principles must be followed as in the construction
_of other magic squares; and this may be easily
demonstrated from the property of logarithms.
“Without enlarging further therefore on this subjeet, we shall confine ourselves to giving one க
"ample; it is that of the g first terms of the double
geometric progression, 1, 2, 4,
&c,

8,

arranged in a square of 3

The ee)product

each side.
cells on
அரன்
aes

is evidently

im every

the same

‘direction, viz 4096.

1 | 92)

128

[44 16|
64, .
| 16 | 64
8

fo

256] 2 |

REMARKS.

The ingenious Dr Franklin, it seems, carried this
curious speculation further than any of his pre-

decessors in the same way. He constructed both a
"imagic square of squares, and a magic circle ot
circles, the description of which is a follows. The
magic square of squares is formed by dividing the;
‘great square as in fig. 1, Pl. 4. The great square

is divided into 256 little squares, in which all the
numbers

from 1 to 256, or the square

of r6, are

‘placed in 16 columns, which may be taken either

Their chief properties

horizontally or vertically.

are‘as follow :

r. The sum of the 16 numbers in each

column

or row, vertical or horizontal, is 2056.
2. Every half column, vertical and: horizontal,
makes

ஆல்

1028,

or just

one

half of the

same

sum

a=

3. Half a diagonal ascending, added to half a

diagonal

descending,

makes

also the same

sum

2056; taking these half diagonals from the ends of
any side-of the square to the middle of it, and so

அ...

Macrc SQUARES

reckoning

them either upward or downward ; or

the

square

sideways from right to left, or from left to right.
4. The same with all the parallels to the half
_diagonals,
as many as Can be drawn in the great —
square: for any two of them being directed upward _
and downward, from the place where they begin, to
that where they end, their sums still make the same
2056. Also the same holds true downward and
upward; as well-as if taken sideways to the middle,
and back to the same side again. Only one set of
these half diagonals and their parallels, is drawn im
‘same

upward

and

downward;

but

another set may be drawn from any of the other
three sides.
s5- The four corner numbers in the great square
added to the four central numbers in it, make

_ 1028, the half sum of any vertical or, horizontal.
~-column,

which

contains

16

numbers;

and

also

~ equal to half a diagonal or its parallel.
6. If a square hole, equal in breadth to four of the
little squares or cells, be cut in a paper, through
which any of the 16 little cells in the great square

may be seen, and the paper be laid upon the great
square;

the sum of all the 16 numbers seen through

the hole, is always equal to 2056, the sum of the
16 numbers in any horizontal or-vertical column. ~

The magic circle of circles, fig. 2, Pl. 4, by the’
same author, is composed of a series of numbers,

from

12 to 75 inclusive, divided into 8 concentric

circular spaces, and ranged in 8 radii of numbers,
with the number 12 in the centre 3; which number,’
like the centre, is common to all these. circular

_

spaces, and to all the radii.
The numbers are so placed, that 1st, the sum of

all those in either of the concentric circular spaces

02
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above mentioned, together with the central number
12, amount to 360, the same as the number of

degrees i in a circle.
é
2. The numbers in each This’ also, together
with the central number 12, make just 360.
*

3. The numbers in half of any of the above

circular

spaces, taken

either above or below

the

double horizontal line, with half the central number

12, make just 180, or half the ‘degrees in a circle.

4. If any four adjoining numbers be taken, as if
in a square, in the radial divisions of these circular
spaces, the sum. of these, with half the central”
number, make also the samie 180.
Bs There are also included four sets ps other
circular spaces, bounded by circles that are excentric
with regard to the common

centre;

each of these

sets containing five spaces§ and the centres of them
being at A, B, C, D.
For. distinction, these
circles are உ
‘others by short

wih different marks, some dotted,
unconnected lines, &c; or still

better with-inks
green, yellow.

of divers colours, as blue, red,

These. sets

of excenttic

circular

spaces

intersect

_ those of the concentric, and each other; and yet,
the

numbers

contained

spaces, taken all around

in each

of the

through

excentric

any of. the 26,

which are excentric, make the same sum as those
in the concentric, namely 360, when the central
number 12 is added.
Their halves also, taken above or below the

‘double horizontal line, with half the central number,
make up 180.
Tt is observable,

that

there

is not

one

of the

numbers, but what belongs at least to two of the
circular spaces; some to threes: some to four, some

கமால்...
_
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. .»«'Pwo observations here occur,
in regard to these

tables.

The first is respecting the difference’ be-

‘tween them.

In that of M. Parcieux,

the time

assigned to each age to live, is more considerable,
and the reason has been already mentioned.”

We

have even suppressed the first year in the table of
M. Parcieux, because the difference was by far too
great, and in our opinipn it arose from two causes.
st. No one ever thinks of purchasing an annuity

for a child in its-first year, until the goodness. of its
constitution has been fully ascertained. 2d. It is

‘not at the birth of a child, but in the course of the
first. year, towards the middle or end, that such a

measure is hazarded; for as annuities remain some-.
times several months, and even a whole year, to be
. filled up, people are not under the necessity of
sinking money on so young a life, and have time
during the course of several months to acquire some
certainty respecting the constitution of the subject.
In our opinion therefore, the 34 years of vitality,
assigned by M. de Percieux to a child just born,
“ought ‘to be considered as applicable toa child from
6 to’g months old, and more; but it is during the
first months of the first year that the life of a child
is most uncertain, and that the greatest number
்
die.
The second obseryation, which is common to
at
both tables, is, that vitality, exceedingly weak

‘the moment of birth, goes on increasing after that
period, till it comes to another, at which it is the
a
greatest; for the chance is less than 3 to 1 that
first
new born child will attain to the end of its
has
it
that
bet
even
an
take
year*, and oné may

és. explained in treating of probabili-

the principl
a child newlyம bora bei ng alive at the end of
ility of அஷ்டம
probabும்
ties, theபன்ன
* Accordi

|
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only
8 years to live; but when it has attained
to

the commencement of the second year, one may —

-an even chance that it will live 33 years. In a word,
it is seen by the table of M. Dupré de St. Maur,
that. it is towards the age of 10 years, or between
to and 15, that life is most secure.
At that
period,-one may take an even bet that the child will
live 43 years;

and it is 125 to 1 that it will live a

year, or 25 to 1 that it will live five years. Beyond
- that period the probability
of living a year longer
decreases. At the age of 20, for example, it is some-.

“what less than 16 to 1, that the person’ will ‘not die
within the five following years. When a person
has reached his sixtieth year, it is no more than 3%

to 1 that he will attaih to the beginning of his sixtyfifth year.
a
:
flv.
%.

Of the Number of Men of Different Ages in a given
\

Ir -may be
‘Vations, that
amount to a
different ages

_ Number.

deduced from the’ preceding obserwhen the inhabitants of a country
million, the number of those of the
will be as follows :
=

a year, is to that of its dying before that period, as the number of theebildren alive at the end of a year,,jsto the number of those dead;
“that 1s to say, as 17540 to 64605 which is somewhat fess than the
‘ratio of 3 tox. ‘ In the other cases the calculation isthe same. ‘Cake
the number af ‘those who haye died in the course o f the நோ வம்
divide

by it-the number of those alive;

betted to ர, that the persum who

plete another.
ர

this will express what may be

has completed that year will com.

;

ட

‘

bet 6 to 1 that it will attain to the third ; and it is

A

767
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Of 255 but in case he dies before that period, the debt to :
become extinct. What sum ought be to engage to pay, on

attaining
10 the age of 25°
“It is evident that if it were

certain he would not —

die before the age of 25, the sum to be then paid
- would be the capital increased by. 5 years interest,
which we here suppose to be simple interest: the
sum therefore which in that case he ought to engage
to pay, on attaining to the age of 25, would be
12501.

But this sum must be increased, in propor- _

tion to the danger of the debtor dying in the course
of these five years, or in the inverse ratio of the

probability of his being alive when they are expired.
T8259

"AAs this probability is expressed by the fraction 7-5 —5>

we must multiply the above sum by this fraction in- _

verted, or by 22222,9 which will give 1 3201. 3s. 11d.
that is to say, 79l. 3 s. 11d. for the risk of losing the
debt, which certainly cannot be considered as usury.
3d. A state or an individual having occasion to raise
money on annuities, what interest ought to be given for
5
the different ages, legal interest Leing at the rate of

per cent. ?

The vulgar, who are accustomed to burthensome
a great
-Joans, entertain no doubt that ro per cent. 1s
od of
meth
a
such
that
deal for any age below 50, and
But
state.
the
to
us
_ borrowing cannot be advan tageo
cal-

this is a/great mistake ; for it will be found by acdata,
ion, employing the before mentioned

culat
10 per
cording to the table of M. de Parcieux, that
Ac56.
of
age
the
e
befor
ed
cent. cannot be allow
be
can.
62
cording to the same table,’no more than
4
73
30;
given at the age of 20; Gilat 25; Of at

403 Stat so;
272. at 805

VOL. Te

toat 56; liqpat 603 167 at 793

39-5 at85.
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ROMER.

‘Tuts problem.is, in some measure, the reverse of

the former, and may be easily solved for the same
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and the hexagon, because those who are acquainted
‘with the first elements of geometry,

know how to

find the centre.of an equilateral triangle and a square,
and that the side of the hexagon is equal to’ the —
radius of the cireumscriptible circle.

_ \ We-shall begin therefore with the pentagon.

Let

(fig. 42 pl. 5) be the side of the required _AB
entagon’; at the extremity of which raise the per-

pendicular AC, equal to? AB; draw B.C, and
-2 cut of fromit C E== A C,and make BF — BE;
_ then with the centre A,and the radius AF, describe

an are
radius
_ in G:
side of

of a circle, and from the pomt B,. with the
B A, describe another intersecting the former
the line B G will be the position of the:second
the pentagon, and the two perpendiculars on

the middle of the sides A Band BG will give, by
their intersection, the position of the centre H.
;
ட For the octagon. Let A B (fig. 43 pl. 6) be the
> given. side; on this line describe a semicircle, and

raise the radius C G perpendicular, and indefinitely

continued; draw the side of the square BG, and
make C F equal to the half of BG; .draw F E per-

pendicular to the diameter, and through the point
FE, where

it cuts

the semicircle,

draw

AE,

which

will meet C G continued in D: this point D will be
‘ the centre of the circle required.
=<,

. For the decagon.. If AB (fig. 42 pl. 5) be the
. given side, find, as if a pentagon were to be constructed, the line B F, and from the points A: and

B with the radius A F, describe the isosceles triangle

n
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by any sharp instrument, during a whole revolution,
wll be the curve réquired.

This ellipsis is called: the லட
Oval ; ந
cause when gardeners describe that figure "they
employ this method..
It is here seen that the geometric ellipsis, or oval,
is, as we may say, a circle with two centres; for in
‘the circle the distance from»the centre to any point
of the circumference, and from that point. back’ to.
the centne, is always'equal to the same sum, viz the
diameter.
In the ellipsis, where there’ are-two
centres, the distance from one of them to any point
of the circumference, and from that point.to the
other centre, is always equal to ‘the same sum, or
to the greater diameter.

A circle therefore is nothing else than an ellipsis,
the two: foci‘of which, by continually approaching,
have at length been vunited and லது
with
. each other.

Another method: he describing an ellipsis, which
-may be‘also. used some times, is as follows.
Let ABC (fig. 6 pl. 7)be a square, and BH and
BI the two.semi-axes of the ellipsis to be described.
Provide*a rule, such as E D, equal to the sum of

these two lines, and having taken EF equal to BH,
fix in the point F, by some mechanism which may
be easily invented, a pencil or piece of »chalk,
capable of tracing out a line upon paper; then
make this rule turn in. the given right angle, in

such a manner, that its two extremities shall always
touch the sides of that angle, and during this move- .
ment, the pencil fixed in F will describe a real
geometrical ellipsis.

It may be readily seen, that if the pencil or chalk

|

=

»
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were fixed in the point G, which divides DE into
eo) equal parts
, the curve ‘described would be a

வட்ல
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REMARK,

Another sort of oval, very much used by archi. :

técts and engineers, when they intend to form a flat
or an acute arch, is called by the French workmen
anses de paniers.. It consists of several arcs of circles
having

different radii; which mutually touch each

other, and which represent pretty nearly a geometrical ellipsis. But it has one fault, which is,

that. however well these: arcs touch each other; a

nice eye will always obserye at the place of junction

an inequality, which is the effect of the sudden
transition

of one

curve

to another that is larger.

For this reason, any arch which rises on its pier
without an impost, seems to form an inequality,
though the arch at its junction with the pier may
touch it exactly.
wp
Ld

“This inconvenience however is compensated by
one advantage, which is, that for the voussoirs of the
arch, there is no need but of two panneaux, or model
boards, if the quarter of the oval be formed of two:

arcs, or of three if it be formed of three; whereas,

if it were’ a real ellipsis, it would have occasion for
as many Panneaun as voUssoirss — If any one however:

should have the courage, and it would require no

small degree of it, to surmount this difficulty, we
entertain no doubt that the real ellipsis would have

more beauty than this bastard kind of it.

cn
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XXKIII«

On <a given base to describe an infinite number of
triangles, in which the sum of the two sides, stands
ing on the base, shall be always the same.
¢
Tus is only a corollary to the preceding problems
For on a given base let there be described an ellipsis,
having the two extremities of that base as its foci:

all.the points of the ellipsis will be the summits of
as many triangles onthe given base F Gf, F gf
- (fig..55 pl. 7),and the sum of their sides will be the
_ same;

consequently they will all have the same peri-

meter, and the greatest triangle will be that which
has its two-sides equal ; for'it is that which has the
summit at the most elevated part
of the ellipsis. -THEOREM

VI-

-

Of all the isoperimetric figures, or figures having the same

perimeter,

and a determinate number of sides, the

greatest is that which
. angles equal. -

has all it sides and all its

i

We shall first demonstrate this theorem in regard
to triangles. Let A C B (fig. 57 pl. 7) then be a

_ triangle on the base A B, the sides of which A C
and

C

B are unequal.

We

have already shewn,

that if there be constructed a triangle A F B, the
equal sides of which A F and F B are together
equal to A C and CB, the triangle A F B will be

greater than A CB.

For the same reason,

;

if there be constructed,

.A F as-a base, the triangle ASF,
+

on

the sides of

:

:

*

poner

ga

Which Ad and 6F ate equal to each other, and
together equal to AB and B F, the triangle ADF
will be greater than A F B.

suppose

In like manner, if we _

F a and a b equal, and their sum equal to”

Aand AB, the latter triangle
F 2 6 will be still.
eater than A FB, ‘which has the same perimeter,

&c.
_

But it may be readily seen by this operation,

that the three’ sides of the triangle always approxi-

' mate towards’

கட

and that, by conceiving it

continued ad infinitum, the triangle would at length’

_ become equilateral, and consequently the equilateral’

triangle will be the greatest of all. ~—
49122,
For example, if the three sides of the first triangle _

be 12, 13, 5, the sides of the second will be t2, 9,
93 those of the third 9, 103, ro}; those of the
fourth 103, 93, 925 those of the fifth 93, 102,
toi; those of the sixth 10}, 973, 93%; those of
the seventh 9}4, 10;,, 10,,; and so on; by
which it is. seen that the difference always -decreases; so that at last the three sides become ‘10,

10, ‘10, and the triangle will then be the greatest —
of all.
pad
- If we now ‘take a rectilineal polygon, such as
ABCDEF (fig. 58 pl. 7), all the sides of which
are unequal: draw the lines AC, C E, and E A. By
what has been already shewnit will be seen, that if
an isosceles*triangle A b C be described on AC, in
such'a manter, that A band b-C shall be together

equal to A B and BC, the polygon, though of the

same perimeter, will become greater by the-excess
If the same
- of the triangle Ab C above ABC.
thing be done all around, the surface of the polygon

will be continually augmented; all its sides and its
angles will more and more approach to equality,

“9 VOLE T.:

ray

:
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and consequently the greatest of all-will- be that
_ which
வ் its sides and angles equah,

-.We shall now demonstrate, that, of a

ட

regular

. polygons, having the same perimeter, the greater
igre which te

side:

the. greatest number of.

-. Forethis purpose, let any, polygon, an equilater
triangle for example, be circumscribed round a

_. rele, and let K F HI (fig. 59 pl. 7) be an hexagon
» circumscribed about the same circle: it is evident
that the perimeter of the latter will be less than that

_ of the triangle; for the partsF E, GH, and IK,

+

are common, and the side G F is less than F B plus
BG,

&c; a hexagon,

concentric

to

the former,.

_ and equalin perimeter to the triangle, which we here
suppose tobe MNO,

will therefore be without the

hexagon: K FH; consequently the perpendicular

€-/ will be greater than C L. But as the triangle

_+-has the. same perimeter.as the hexagon MN O, their
areas will be as the perpendiculars © L,.€ J; let fall
» from.the.centre of the circle; -and therefore the

hexagon, having the same perimeter-as the triangle,
will

ஜவ...

ee

», What’ has..been: demonstrated. in regard. to a

triangle and hexagon of the same perimeter, ig
evidently applicable to any other two polygons, one
~ ef which has.a numberof sides double to that of
- the other. consequently the more sides-a polygon
of a determinate perimeter has, the greater is ita
area.

;

cn
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© REMARKS,

~ a8te his leads us to-a consequence, much cele-

brated ingeometry,

which is:

that ofalh. the

figures, having the same*perimeter, the circles of

S2de

are

ட...

டன

It is easy to answer that he ought hot; and Be “3
would sustain more loss by the exchange the greater
the inequality is between the sides of the field be-.
longing to B. This inequality might even be such, —
that the latter field would be only the half, or "the.
கணக

or the tenth part of that of A. ‘For let us |
se the field of A to be 100 poles on each side; —
a that the field of Bis a rectangle, one side of
_ which is 190 poles, and the other 10, by which
_ means it will have the same-perimeter as the other;
it ‘will however

be found that the surface of the

latter will be only 1900 square poles, while that of
the former will be 10000. If one side of the field
belonging to B were 195 poles, and the other 5,
which would still make the perimeter 400 poles; its _
surface would be only 975 poles, which is not even
ora fend part el that of the field belonsing: to A.
Il.
farmer
ated a sack of ea
measuring 4. feet
in length, and 6 feet in circumference; for which he
returned two sacks, of the same length, and each 3.

feet in circumference: did < return the samee quantity
of wheat 2

He returned, ots half the quantity; for twe
ual circles, having the same perimeter, taken
gether, as a third, do not contain the same area ;
.e area of both is only the half of the third, each
“them being ~ a fourth of it.

தக...
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- ing them in concert. The cells, which terminate —
an imperfect comb, are composed of equal planes

4nclined to each other, nearly in that angle which
the hexagonal form requires. But let. us proceed

‘to. another singularity, still more
‘regard to the labour of bees.

wonderful, in

_. This singularity consists in the manner in which
_ the bottom of their cells
is formed. We. must not

‘indeed imagine that they are all uniformly ter‘minated by a, plane perpendicular to their axes;

there is a method of terminating them which em-

ploys less wax,and even the least possible, still leaving
»

to the cells the same capacity; and it is this method
swhich

these insects
ee

adopt, and which they execute

with great precision.
ட்
st
டப், To execute this disposition, it is necessary, in. the
- first place, that the two rows of cells, of which it is
_ well known a comb consists, and which stand back

‘to back, should not be arranged so as to make their

-axes correspond, but in such.a-manner that the axis

of the one
_ juncture of
pl. 7, where
corresponds

may be in a line with the common
the three posterior. As is seen fig. 60
the hexagon described with black lines
with the three formed of dotted lines,

. which represent the plane of the posterior cells5
and it is thus that the cells of bees are arranged,

to

Suit the disposition of their common bottoms.
In the second place
to give
, an idea of this disposition, let us suppose an hexagonal prism, the
upper base of which is the hexagon ABCDEF

« (fig. 61 pl. 8), with a triangle..AE C inscribed in

it.

Let the axisF O be continued to S, and through

the point S and the side A C let a plane pass, which

shall cut. off from the prism. the angle B,-so as to

forma rhomboidal face A'S CT; such is one. of

.

2338
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“compasses, uted of the paralogisms and false con. »
_ structions given by pretended geometricians. But
‘it issnow demonstrated,

that the solution of it de-

pends. on a geometry superior
-and that it cannot be effected
in which a rule and'compasses
and straight line, are employed,

to the elementary,
by any construction
only, or the circle
except in a very few

cases; such as those: where the are which measures
the proposed angle is a whole circle, or a half, a

fourth, or a fifth part of one. None therefore but
people: ignorant of the mathematics attempt at
present to solve this problem by the common
xeometry.
But though it cannot be solved by the aa a
compasses alone, without: repeated trials, there are
some mechanical constructions or methods, which,

‘on account of their simplicity,
known. They are as follow :-

deserve

“Let “it- be propesed, for example,

to “be

to divide the

angle A BC (fig. 69 pl. 8) into three equal parts.

From the point A let fall, cn the other side of the

angle,

the perpendicular A C,

and through

the

same. point A draw the indefinite. stz raight line A E

parallel to B C; if from the point B you then draw
, toA Ealine B FE, im such a manner, that the part’
FE, imtercepted Between he lines A C and AE,
shall be equal to twice the line AB, which may be
done very easily by repeated trial, you will have the

angle F BC equal to the third part of ABC.
Tf EE indeed be divided into two equal parts in
D, and if AD

be drawn;

as the triangle F AE is

right-angled, D. will be the centre of the circle
passing through the points F, A, E ; consequently
DA, D F,:and.D F wilkbe equal to each other,
and to the line. AB; ; the triangle AD E then will

e
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: be isbsceles, and the angles DAE and DEA
will
be

equal; the external angle A DF, which is,equal

_ to the two interior
.

ones DAE

ahd DE A, will

therefore be the double of each of them.
the triangle B A D

But as

is isosceles, the angle A BD is

~ equal.to ADB, and the angle’A E D, or its equal
F BC, is half of the angle ABD; consequent
' the angle ABC is divided by BE, in suchly
a
manner, that the angle EB C is the third part of it,
ansiher method. Let'the given angle be ACB.
(fig..70 pl. 9): from the vertex of it as a centre,
describe a circle, and continue the radius BC in-

definitely to E; then draw the line AE in sucha

manner,

BE and

that the part D E,

intercepted

between:

the circumference of the circle, shall be

equal to the radius BC; if CH be then drawn
through the centre C, parallel to AE, the angle

- BCH

A: C-By

will be the third part of the given angle
th

If the radius C D be drawn, it may be readily
seen that the angle HC A is equal, on account of

the ‘parallel lines, to CA Dor CDA.

But the

latter is equal to the angles D CE and DEC,or to

‘the double of one of them;

since C D/and DE

are

equal by construction; and as the angle H CBis
. equal-to D CE or DE C,. the angle AC H is the
double of HC B, and consequently ACB is the
iriple of
02.
PROBLEM

Ralph,

The Duplication of the Cube.

‘To. double a rectilineal surface, or any curve
whatever, as the circle, square, triangle, &c, is

S44
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-gnany and what aliquot parts of the circumference it

is distant from the first point; add the number of ©
degrees which it gives to the product of 360 degrees
multiplied by the complete number of turns made
with the compasses,

and

divide the

sum by the.

- number of times that the compasses were applied to
the circumference : the quotient will be the number

of degrees, minutes and seconds required. ©
| Let us suppose for example, that the compasses,
_ with an opening equal to the chord of the given arc,
have been applied’ to the circumference

seventeen

times, and that after four complete revolutions they
-have coincided exactly on the second division of the :

_ circle divided into five equal parts. The fifth part
of the circumference is 72°, and two fifths are 144°;
if 144 then be added to the product of 360° by 4,

which is the number
of the complete revolutions,
and if the sum 1584° be divided by 17, the quotient

93° 10! 35” will be the value of the required are.
- PROBLEM.

A straight

line being given;

XLV.

to find,

by an

operation, and without a scale, to a thousandth,

easy
ten

thousandth, hundred thousandth, &&¢ part, nearly, its

proportion ta another.

Ler the first or Teast of these lines be called, A,

"and second B.

Take with a pair of compasses the extent of the —
line A, and set it off as many’times as possible on

- B:

we shall here suppose that A is contained in the

latter 3 times, with a remainder,
_Take this remainder in the compasses, and set it

of, in like manner, on the line B, as often as

354
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_do not hesitate to contest the best established ttutha
‘in the elements of geometry, and, in general, sensis

ble of the weakness of their knowledge in this department
of science, they consider themselves as
specially illuminated by Heaven to reveal truths to

mankind, the discovery of which it has withheld from _

the learned, in order to-confer the honour of it on
idiots. Such is the ridiculous but real picture
of this

-sort of men. It may be readily conceived that in the
short history we ate about to give of the quadrature

of the circle, we shall not be so unjust towards the
eminent geometricians, as to couple them with such

visionaries. The singular flights of the latter. will
only furnish. us, towards the end. of this. article,
with matter for an amusing addition to it.
Geometry had scarcely been introduced. among
the Greeks, when the quadrature or measure of the

circle began to give eraployment. to all those who
possessed a mathematical genius. Anaxagoras, it
is said, exercised himself upofi it while in prison 5 -

-but with what success we are not informed.
The question had been already become celebrated
inthe time of Aristophanes, and perhaps had made

some geometrician lose. his senses; for in order to

ridicule the celebrated. Meto, that comic writer in-troduces-him on the stage, promising,te square the

emele,
5.4,
ஆட வ
அமிர் உழல் கட
chests.
Hippocrates of Chios, certainly made it.an object
of his research ; for it could be only by endeavour-

ing to square the circle that he. discovered his

famous lunules. . Some even ascribe to. hima. certain combination of lunules, from which, as. they

pretend, he deduced the quadrature of the circle ;

_ butin our opinion without any foundation ; for as

he held a distinguished place among the geometri-

.
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cians of his time, he could not be a dupe to the pas

ralogism of a school-boy: his object was only to
shew, that if the lunule described on the side of an
‘inscribed hexagon, could be made equal to a réc.
tilinial space, the quadrature of the circle could be
thence deduced; and in this he was perfectly right.

It is very probable that geometricians were not
long ignorant that the circle is equal to the rectangle of half the circumference by the radius.

Be-

fore the time of Plato, geometry had been enriched with more difficult discoyeries,. yet this truth
“is first found in the writings of Archimedes. ~ Some-

' thing more however was necessary: the proportion
between the circumference and the diameter, or the:
radius, remained to be determined; and this discovery occasioned no doubt. many a sleepless night to
that profound geometrician, Not being able to
succeed with geometrical precision, he had recourse
to approximation, and-found, by calculating the
length of an inscribed polygon of 96 sides, and that
of a similar one

circumseribed,

that

the

diameter

being 1, the cireumference would be more than 332,
and less than 342, or 37, For he shewed that the inscribed polygon’ is-somewhat greater than 3+ and
that the circumscribed is somewhat less than 342:

Since that time, if great exactness be not re-

quired, to find'the ratio'of the diameter to the cir-eumference,’the proportion of 1 to 34 or of 7 to
- 22, is employed; that is to say, the diameter is
tripled and one seventh of it is added: this seventh

is never neglected; but by the most ignorant work-

sen.

்

:

;

This object, we know, engaged the attention of
‘several more
of the ancient geometricians; among

_ whom were Apollenius, and one Philo of Gadara;

